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Abstract
The rechargeable non-aqueous alkali metal-oxygen batteries (also referred to as ‘metal-air’ batteries),
such as lithium and sodium-air, offer improved energy storage opportunities over other existing
battery systems. Some severe technological problems need to be addressed for the successful
development of this system into a commercially viable device. The development of efficient cathode
materials and stable electrolytes that allow the reversible electrochemical reduction of oxygen is an
area where significant research is necessary. For example, lithium oxygen (Li-O2) cells generate
electrical current when lithium ions react with reduced oxygen at the negatively polarised electrode
during discharge, the as formed LixO2 reaction products can be reversed during the charging cycle.
The problem is that the discharge products (superoxides and peroxides of lithium and sodium) and the
metastable intermediates formed are highly reactive, and conventional battery electrolytes easily
degrade in their presence. For a greater understanding of the oxygen reduction mechanism and for the
direct detection of the intermediates and reaction products formed during the oxygen reduction
process, surface sensitive spectroscopy techniques can be utilised.
The development of in situ spectroelectrochemical environments for such a purpose is a technical
challenge that is unique to each spectroscopy. The information herein has been obtained through in
situ surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and UV/Vis spectroscopy in conjunction with
common electrochemical techniques. The Raman effect is weak and careful preparation of the surface
is necessary to provide enhancement of Raman signals from surface present species during O 2
reduction. UV/Vis provides different challenges in the preparation of a sealed electrochemical
environment, which the cell and working electrode are transparent to UV/Vis light.
Chapter 4 describes the how the size of the supporting salt (tetra alkyl ammonium) cation influences
both the electrokinetic and voltage hysteresis between oxygen reduction and evolution reactions
(ORR and OER). This was found to be due from the rearrangement of the cation at the electrode
interface, under potential control.
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The use of in situ SERS was used in Chapter 5 to study the effect of solvent on the ORR in the
presence of Na+. The findings conclude a solvent dependent mechanism whereby highly solvating
solvents like amides and sulfoxides detect only NaO2, and nitriles and glymes detect Na2O2 as
respective discharge products.
A comparative study of the effect of alkali metal cation size is discussed in Chapter 6 showing the
changes in reversibility of O2 with cations of increased ionic radius. Larger cations, such as Na+, K+
and Cs+ display quasi-reversibility, as opposed to the irreversibility of Li+.
Finally in Chapter 7 the detection and characterisation of the electronic state of oxygen released from
electrooxidised Li2O2, NaO2 and KO2 was obtained through in situ UV/Vis spectroscopy. Li2O2
producing a higher percentage of reactive singlet oxygen per mass of oxidised discharge product
compared with NaO2 and KO2. Within this chapter initial findings of a known singlet oxygen sink,
1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO), is discussed as a possible electrolyte additive.
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Introduction
1. 1.introduction

Introduction
Nikolas Tesla’s, idealistic view of humanity is becoming increasingly evident in today’s society. His
visionary remarks; “All people everywhere should have free energy resources…”, and “If we use fuel
to get our power, we are living on our capital and exhausting it rapidly…”, seem prescient.1 Some
models of society compare humanity to a population of chickens, who are continually fed whilst not
considering the changing factors governing the resources they are given.2 Essentially our present day
lifestyle within the developed nations of the world, is not sustainable, unless solutions to a wide array
of scientific and political challenges are found. The Gorgias problem3, the argument of the expert and
the politician, is an essential part of this challenge. Not only do scientists need to quickly advance
technical knowledge and understanding, but also to educate society so to direct political energy
behind these solutions, in order to allow implementation.
In hindsight, the challenges posed in hereafter have been tackled in Tesla’s terms of “Energy,
Frequency and Vibration”. His belief that with these three factors you can unlock the solution to any
problem.
Energy, especially its storage, is a challenge that has inspired generations of scientists. Since the
discovery of the capacitor (1745) and the battery (1800), the challenge has been to find and optimise
chemistries that deliver greater energy storage in terms of specific energy (Wh kg-1) and energy
density (Wh dm-3). Progress in battery development is slow (especially when compared to the rapid
progress of the microchip). It has taken over 100 years to quadruple the energy storage of batteries
from lead-acid batteries (1859) to modern day lithium-ion batteries (1990).
Both frequency and vibration, the tools necessary to advance energy storage devices, in terms of
analytical tools were limited until advanced spectroscopies were developed. Ongoing invention and
adaption of techniques constantly provide greater insight into the fundamental chemistry of energy
storage systems, such as the chemical behaviour of dioxygen that underpins metal-air battery
technology. In addressing energy storage as a scientific challenge it is therefore crucial to follow the
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underlying chemistry using modern spectroscopic techniques to provide direct evidence of
mechanistic detail.

1.0 Energy Storage Technologies
Energy storage technologies can be categorised in terms of discharge time at rated power and power
scale (Figure 1.1) stored. Compressed air and pumped hydro power are examples of energy storage
technologies that can deliver both high power (100 MW – 1 GW) for hours, even days comprise of
systems such as.4,

5

They are relatively cheap and efficient, however are geographically limited to

specific locations. Furthermore the switching on of these systems is relatively sluggish, in the order of
many minutes. Load levelling requires almost instantaneous release of power for storage technology
(milli seconds to seconds) and this is the area in which electrochemical energy storage technologies
have an advantage.6-8

Figure 1.1 A general comparison of discharge time and power rating for various electrochemical energy storage

technologies.9
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The variety of battery and supercapacitor devices available makes for an array of versatile systems
that permits a range of discharge/charge times.10-12 The ability to tailor the kinetics and the energy
storage requirements for a particular purpose (i.e. batteries – are modular, comprising of cells
arranged in series or parallel) is the reason that battery technology is increasing its use within many
areas of application.
The electrochemical cell couples two redox reactions to each other by electrochemically oxidising one
chemical at a negative (anode) electrode and reducing another at a positive (cathode) electrode. The
two electrodes are connected through an external circuit, which the electrons gained from oxidation
are transferred to the positive electrode to chemically reduce redox active species. Within the external
circuit the current flow of electrons can be used to produce work such as power a phone, a vehicle or
even a city such as Fairbanks in Alaska.
Today lithium-ion batteries dominant today’s market.13. Commonly a lithium intercalation device
utilises the oxidation of lithium containing layered transition metal oxides (LiCoO2) releasing Li+ into
the electrolyte. At the graphitic negative electrode, Li+ from the electrolyte intercalates in between the
graphene layers.
The lithium metal-oxygen system does not utilise intercalation but induces current through the
oxidation of lithium at the anode and reduction of oxygen at the cathode. The reaction between these
produces a film of LixOy species at the cathode that are oxidised upon charge reversing the reaction.
Other analogues of these systems can be created by the substitution of the metal anode (Na, K etc.).
The anodic oxidation reaction (equation 1) of alkali metals can also be coupled to other reduction
reactions for example the electrochemical reduction of halides, sulfur, and oxygen.
Li+ + e- → Li

(1)

Na+ + e- → Na

(2)

K + + e- → K

(3)
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O2 + e- → O2-

(4)

F2 + e- → 2F-

(5)

These batteries have theoretically impressive energy densities. They could perhaps practically reach
1000 Wh kg-1 (Table 1.1) The most theoretically impressive are both the Li-O2 and the Li-F2 batteries.
However, the instability, and safety of Li-F2 means that currently little research interest has been
published. However, with the initial report of a rechargeable Li-O2 in 199614 and subsequent study
2006 Li-O215 has received significant attention in the past decade. This is a possible candidate for
applications where weight: charge ratio is critical, such as electric vehicles.
Table 1.1 Theoretical Energy Storage for Relevant Batteries Based on their Cell Reactions
Battery

Cell Voltage (V)

Theoretical Specific Energy (Wh kg-1)

Today’s Li-ion
LiCoO2 + 3C = Li0.5CoO2 + 0.5C6Li

3.8

387

Li-F2
2Li + F2 + 2e- → 2LiF

3.0

6199

Li-O2 (aq)
2Li+ ½O2 +H2O= 2LiOH

3.2

3582

Li-O2 (non-aq)
Li+ + e- + O2 = LiO2

3.5

2405

Li-O2 (non-aq)
2Li+ + 2e- + O2 = Li2O2

3.0

3505

Na-O2 (non-aq)
Na+ + e- + O2 = NaO2

2.3

1120

Na-O2 (non-aq)
2Na+ + 2e- + O2 = Na2O2

2.3

1581

K-O2 (non-aq)
K+ + e- + O2 = KO2

2.2

1323

Cs-O2 (non-aq)
Cs+ + e- + O2 = CsO2

2.516

406

4

N.B. This thesis does not focus on the material or engineering challenges of the alkali metal oxygen
(M-O2) system. For a detailed report please see the extensive reviews in the literature. 13, 17-22 A brief
introduction to this technology as a concept provides context of the separate introduction into the
fundamental chemistry of oxygen presented in this thesis.
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1.1 Alkali Metal Oxygen Batteries
The concept of alkali metal-O2 (M-O2) batteries has been around since 1906; conducted by G.N Lewis
on alkali metal oxygen electrodes.23-26 Subsequent interest in primary applications for automotive
applications was abandoned due to limited range decreasing market interest. Proof of concept of Li-O2
in 1996 by Abraham et al14 renewed interest in M-O2. However, a further decade of research was
undertaken on primary cells until multiple cycling of this system was presented by Ogasawara et al15
where crucial evidence of O2 evolution from the charging of Li2O2 was presented.
The ideal M-O2 battery cathode is made out of a porous carbon that is open to the atmosphere. This
allows the diffusion of oxygen from the atmosphere into the framework as the main cathodic reactant.
This is adjoined to the anodic lithium metal through an electrolyte. This is shown in Figure 1.2. The
choice of electrolyte type dominates the overall configuration of the battery.
For example, in the aqueous version of Li-O2 there is a requirement to protect the lithium metal anode
from reactions with H2O. Protection is commonly provided by a LISICON (LIthium Super Ionic
CONductor) film or lithium conducting film. Other issues with this version of the technology is the
solubility of LiOH, which if too high (>5 M) will crash out into solution decreasing rechargeability. 13
The fully solid state system with solid electrolyte protects the lithium anode with the electrolyte
itself.27 Fire hazards are diminished along with the toxicity with this type of system. However,
conductivity issues are needed to be overcome with this configuration, which can be overcome by
increased temperature battery, up to 120°C.27 The main advantages of this type of system being
enhanced safety due to their flame resistance, high electrochemical stability and long cycle life.
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Figure 1.2 The Four Classes of Li-O2 Batteries

1.1.2 Non-aqueous Alkali Metal Oxygen Battery
1.1.2.1 Negative electrode (Anode)
An alkali metal is the ideal material for the negative electrode of this system to produce the highest
gains in energy density over Li-ion batteries. Much work has been carried out on the cathodic
interface, but historically alkali metal batteries with a metal anode have been found to be unsafe and
impractical.28-31 The suppression of dendrite formation, or inhomogeneous plating/stripping of M +,
and the formation of a stable SEI layer is crucial to a practical alkali metal anode.32, 33
Plating of alkali metals has been studied extensively, but research interest has receded a little due to
the prominence and success of intercalation battery chemistry. The stability of this interface and hence
viability is governed by the electrolyte, similarly to the Li-ion battery. With the right solvent and
7

supporting salt there has been studies showing impressive cyclabilities.30 This includes the formation
of an apparent stable sodium metal interface by pre-cycling the anode simply with NaPF6 in a glyme
based solvent.33 Analysis of the SEI layer indicates the formation of a stable layer of Na 2O and NaF
observing 99 % efficiency over 100 cycles.33
Other notable anodic materials include intercalation materials and alloying materials such as silicon 34,
antimony35 and tin36-38 These anodic materials are preloaded with alkali metal cations that cap the
amount of discharge product. The maximum amount of discharge product produced being limited by
the amount of M+ that can be stably removed from the structure. Issues with such electrodes include
expansion and cracking of the materials on cycling.

1.1.2.2 Positive Electrode (Air – Cathode)
A basic cathode material is a free standing porous carbon with a binder. This allows oxygen to diffuse
to the three phase reaction site (gas-solid-solution interface) or dissolve into the electrolyte and react
at the solid-solution interface.39 If the material used is nonconductive a current collector must be
employed, usually a metallic mesh material, that preserves porosity of the cathode. 40 The common
materials used are aluminium, nickel or steel as they can withstand the harsh electrochemical
environment of this system.41, 42
If the material is conductive a free standing cast of an electrode, i.e. a thin film of the electrode, is
made and punched out in order to fit the size of the cell. The porosity of such a material is generally
formed by including dibutyl phthalate as a sacrificial component that is removed chemically.43 A
polymeric binder acts as an adhesive between electrode particles and the current collector. Commonly
used in M-O2 batteries are polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
binders in different ratios for varying performance characteristics. All of these components must be
stable towards reduced oxygen species (ROS) and have high electrooxidation potentials. 44 Instability
of the carbon electrode and binders have been questioned. Whether thin films of the electrode
reactions degrade layers of the cathode remains unanswered. The same questions have been assigned
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to the role of the binder PVDF and PTFE has been used more frequently in more recent research, if
not binder free electrodes.
Other interesting cathodic materials coupled with PTFE binders are transition metal carbides and
nitrides, similar to fuel cells.45,

46

Materials such as titanium carbide (TiC), and molybdenum

analogues have been proposed as stable cathode materials. However, researchers while focusing on
other aspects of the battery have yet to apply this commonly among research.
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2.
Oxygen Electrochemistry
Oxygen Electrochemistry
2.

Seize the day because, believe it
or not, each and every one of us
is one day going to stop
breathing, turn cold and die
~Robin Williams
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2.1 Oxygen
Oxygen is the third most abundant element in the universe behind hydrogen and helium. It is
a major constituent of the atmosphere (20.8 %), the Earth’s Crust (56 % as oxides) and 66 %
of the Earth’s surface (Water).47 The high reactivity as an oxidising agent means it will react
with most elements. At room temperature two oxygen atoms combine to form dioxygen with
the electronic structure: 1s2, 2s2, 2p4, bond order of 2 and molecular orbital diagram (Figure
2.1).

Figure 2.1 Molecular orbital diagram of dioxygen

The electronic structure of dioxygen has two unpaired electrons in the π 2px and π 2py lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) which form the triplet ground state* of O2. The
cancellation of contributions from σ states and the π is what creates the nature of the O2
* A Triplet state is defined in quantum mechanics as a quantum state with a spin of 1. The outer shell
of ground state oxygen has 2 spin ½ electrons with the greatest probability of these spins being both
up or down i.e. ±1.
A singlet state is a quantum state that has a spin of 0. A good example is a pair of electrons in a
molecular orbital.
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double bond and reactivity of the triplet electronic ground state of O2. The addition of
electron(s) to O2 into these two π orbitals lengthen and adjust the stability of this bond.
Commonly organic molecules are in a singlet ground state (3Σg) meaning dioxygen is
relatively unreactive with organic molecules, but can be activated by adding energy through
artificial or natural sources for example heat or electrons.48 By inserting or removing this
energy the three known oxidation states of oxygen are formed: O2+ (dioxygen cation), O2(Superoxide ion) and O22- (peroxide dianion). ROS such as superoxide and peroxide are much
more reactive and are less stable. For the last 50 years superoxide has been of interest to
researchers, in the first instance for biological mechanistic studies.49-57

2.2 Superoxide and Peroxide Anions
The monovalent and sequential divalent reduction of oxygen forms superoxide and peroxide
anions as given in Equations 2.1 and 2.2. The reactivity of which are profoundly different.
The radicals are stabilised by the π bond in oxygen, expanding the double bond length of O2
by 0.4 Å. The bond length between the two atoms increasing from 1.29 Å to 1.33 Å and 1.49
Å for O2, O2- and O22- as radical character increases.48 The ambiguous name sparked debate
as the reactivity of superoxide was questioned as a moderate Lewis base. 50, 58 However the
ability of superoxide to activate bonds as a free radical is what makes it biologically toxic and
an organic oxidiser.59 To put this in perspective the gas phase basicity can be considered in
the following order F- > O2- > Cl- > Br-.48
O2 + e- ↔ O2-

(2.1)

O2- + e- ↔ O22-

(2.2)
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Schematic 1.1 Electronic Configurations of Reduced Oxygen Species

The interaction of superoxide with cations in close proximity has been indicated as the reason
for enhanced nucleophilicity via a strong alpha effect.60 The alpha effect is defined as the
increased nucleophilicity of a species due to an adjacent atom with a lone pair(s) of
electron(s). This is further discussed in section 2.4.4. The reactivity of these species is
determined by the interaction and stabilisation of the additional radical electrons in the
species. The interaction between a cation and the radical anion could essentially change the
position of the charge localisation on the radical which may increase the nucleophilicity of
the terminal, or non interacting, oxygen atom within the complex. This increases the
nucleophilicity of the superoxide anion. The changing interaction with the increasing size of
alkali metal cation from, charge dense H+, to charge diffuse Cs+ will change this property of
both superoxide and peroxide.
The stability of peroxide is of the opposite trend. The reactivity being linked to the weakened
oxygen-oxygen bond. Therefore by stabilising the radical character of the double bond across
18

the oxygen via two alkali metal cations decreases the reactivity of the peroxide formed. This
is in general shown with measured superoxide and peroxide Raman spectra based on
wavenumber. Here lithium and hydrogen peroxides are higher in wavenumber than Na. This
means the stabilisation provided by small charge dense cations shortens the O22- bond length
increasing its frequency and hence wavenumber.
A similar logic can be applied to the superoxide Raman υo-o symmetric stretching frequency.
In an argon matrix the υo-o stretching frequency is 1094 cm-1 which increases with both Cs+
and tetrabutylammonium cation (TBA+) presence to 1109 and 1115 cm-1. These cations
weakly interact with superoxide at the interface and essentially form ion pairs. More charge
dense alkali metal cations (Li+, Na+ and K+) interact more strongly and therefore the
superoxide bond is strengthened and shifts to a higher wavenumber. However, the trend does
not correlate to the size or charge density of the cation. The assumption is that other factors
affect the position of this band with Li+, Na+ and K+. Therefore the reactivity, and hence
stability, of superoxide and peroxides in these systems is directly affected by the interaction
with cations in the system.
For example small, charge dense, cations will stabilise the formation of peroxide over
superoxide products; and promote the disproportionation of superoxide to peroxide, whereas
heavier elements do not. Therefore, Li2O2 is more stable than LiO2 and KO2 is more stable
than K2O2. However, the direct control over governing the formation of NaO2 over Na2O2 is
still ambiguous and may concern the morphology of the electrode, the extent of ionic
association in the electrolyte and amount of acidic proton rich impurities.21
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2.3 Generation of O2There are three categories

of superoxide generation:

biological,

chemical

and

electrochemical.48
2.3.1 Chemical Generation
Chemical generation of superoxide includes the treatment of molten potassium metal and
sodium peroxide in oxygen environments.50,

61

In solution superoxide can be generated

through the dissolution and capture of the alkali metal cation via crown ethers.62, 63 This is a
common method used to test the stability of non-aqueous solvents towards superoxide.64 The
heavier elements of group I metals react at atmospheric pressure with O2 to form
thermodynamically stable superoxide complexes.48,

65

Sawyer et al66 demonstrated the

chemical formation of tetramethylammonium superoxide (TMAO2). Subsequently the
synthesis of longer chain alkyl ammonium superoxide has been synthesized by liquid
exchange in ammonia.67
2.3.2 Biological Formation
Biological production of superoxide comes from phagocytic nicotin-amide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate oxidase (NADPH) or the mitochondrial respiratory chain through O2dismutase (SOD).48 SOD controls the amount of superoxide in the body converting it to O2 or
H2O2.68 Superoxide is an integral part of the immune system and is implicated as biologically
toxic and so is carefully controlled. An approximate amount of 5 g of reduced oxygen species
(ROS) species are produced within the body per day.69 This was the initial basis for a lot of
the electrochemical and chemical generation of O2- studies due to the instability (i.e. short
lifetime) of superoxide and peroxide in aqueous solutions making it difficult to study these
processes.
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2.3.3 Electrochemical reduction of O2
The selection of media for the electrochemical reduction of oxygen is dependent on the
overall mechanism and desired reaction. Impurities can greatly affect the mechanism
including the acidity70, alkalinity71, effective dryness (differences in mechanism across a
range of >5 ppm H2O and 100 ppm)72, halides73, and CO231.
Although different requirements are necessary across diversified chemistries the basic
functions of an electrolyte remain independent of the system.19 The electrolyte (ionic
conductor) serves as a medium for ion transfer between electrodes (electronic conductor).20
Generally an electrolyte consists of an electrolytic solution whereby a salt is dissolved in an
aqueous or nonaqueous solvent.19 A nonaqueous electrolyte consists of a conductive salt and
a nonaqueous solvent, either protic or aprotic. However, the majority of research has
employed aprotic nonaqueous solvents.29 This is to simplify the mechanism of O2- generation
by preventing the disproportionation of O2- radical into O2 and H2O2, in the presence of a
weak acid (HA), as in Equation 2.3 and 2.4.74, 75 A weak acid is defined here as an acid that
dissociates incompletely and includes water impurities in this case.
O2- + HA ↔ HO2- + O2

(2.3)

HO2- + HA  H2O2 + A-

(2.4)

In the instance of M-O2 electrolyte materials must have the following properties.


A wide electrochemical window (of at least ~1.5 - 4.5 V vs Li+/Li),



A solvent and metal salt stable to reduced oxygen products (O2-, O22- ), alkali metal
oxides (MO2, M2O2, (M=Li, Na, K)), and alkali metal anodes



Good conductivity of metal cations.



Possess good solubility and diffusion of O2.
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A low volatility to avoid evaporation at the air cathode.



To ensure that it wets the electrode surface.



Safe (low toxicity).

The considerable amount of research reported upon the electrolyte of non-aqueous Li-O2, and
emerging on Na-O2 and K-O2, has shown electrolyte properties can enhance or significantly
diminish the practical properties of a system.22-24 The electrolyte configuration has a
significant influence on the reaction mechanism, discharge product morphology, growth
mechanism, O2 solubility and transport and discharge product solubility.4
2.3.4 Protic and Aqueous Media
As part of O2 reduction in protic and aqueous media pH plays a pivotal role in the mechanism
of reduction and oxidation. The mechanism is facile in aqueous media and O2- has a short
half-life compared to aprotic media. In alkaline solution the control of OH-concentration is
critical to the reversibility of the reaction.48,

76

If 1 M of OH- is present the reaction is

reversible and at lesser [OH-] quasi-reversible. In acidic media the formation of H2O from the
reduction of O2 is balanced by the oxidation of the cathode. In fuel cells this would be the
oxidation of H2 to 2H+; this has also been demonstrated with Li anodes for a Li-O2 battery,
which can be considered as a hybrid fuel cell. 18, 77
The mechanisms are as follows and depending on the amount of electrons passed can be
utilised for different purposes. The 4 e- reduction is preferred in fuel cells (Equation 2.5),
whereas the 2 e- is industrially used to produce H2O2 (Equation 2.6).78 The one e- reduction as
discussed further in aprotic media is used in mechanistic studies and alkali M-O2 batteries.78,
79

In aqueous electrolytes there are differences in the mechanism based on the supporting

conductive salt, catalyst and electrode structure. Preferred supporting conductive salts in
aqueous media are NaOH and KOH.80
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Acidic Media:
O2 + 4H+ + 4e-  2H2O (Four electron process)

(2.5)

O2 + 2H+ + 2e-  H2O2 (Two electron process)

(2.6)

H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e  2H2O

(2.7)

Alkaline Media
O2 + 2H2O + 4e-  4OH- (Four electron process)

(2.8)

O2 + 2H2O + 2e-  HO2- + OH- (Two electron process)

(2.9)

H2O + HO2- + 2e-  3OH-

(2.10)

2.3.5 Aprotic media
Aprotic generation of superoxide is a more stable process than in protic and aqueous
mediums.48 This is due to the prevention of disproportionation of O2- with protons forming
peroxide. This means the available techniques that are suitable to study mechanistic features
of this process are increased in this media. Common families of solvents include sulfoxides,
nitriles, amides, carbonates, esters and ethers.52, 81-87 Solvent properties are displayed in Table
2.1. In the absence of H+, the half-life of O2- is still dependent on the cation present but
relatively displays an increased half-life compared with protic O2- generation.60
Table 2.2 Properties of Common Aprotic Solvents used in the Study of Oxygen Reduction Reactions
Solvent
Dimethylacetamid
e

Structure

M. wt.

Tm88

Tb88

ε88

87.12

253

438

37.8

90.12

215

358

7.3

78.14

292

462

46.7

41.05
90.12

229
215

355
358

37.5
7.23

102.09

224

515

Dipole
Moment
Debye
3.7

Tf88

ρ/g cm3

G.D.N89

G.A.N

343

0.9366

27.8

13.6

271

0.8634
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10.2

3.96

368

1.104

29.8

19.3

3.92

279
271

0.864
0.8691

14.1
22

18.9
9.9

405

1.205

15.1

18.3

Dimethoxyethane
Dimethylsulfoxid
e
Acetonitrile
Diethylene Glycol
Dimethyl Ether
Propylene
Carbonate
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Tm – Melting point • Tb – Boiling point • Tf – Flash point • ρ – density • G.D.N. – Gutmann .Donor Number •
G.A.N. – Gutmann Acceptor Number • ε – Dielectric Constant

To support conductivity within a mass transported limited, diffusion controlled experiment
solvents employ a salt dissolved at a concentration high enough to mitigate the effects of
migration and concentration gradients (>0.1 M). Mitigating the effects of migration and
concentration of charge in this manner reduces the probability of movement of reactants and
products due to electrostatic effects and concentration gradients within the electrolyte. The
salts employed can be essentially inactive in the redox chemistry of O2, as in Equation 2.1,
O2- reacts with an alkali metal cation (M+), or tetraalkylammonium cation (TAA+) to form
MO2 as in Equation 2.11. From here depending on the stability of O2- as in
tetrabutylammonium (TBA+) (Chapter 3) or potassium (K+) (Chapter 5) the mechanism is
closed and either an ion pair or precipitate is formed at the interface (Equation 2.12). If
thermodynamically unstable a second electron reduction may occur or chemical
disproportionation to form peroxide species (as in Li-O2)(Equation 2.13 and 2.14).
O2- + M+ ↔ [M--O2]

(2.11)

O2- + M+ ↔ MO2

(2.12)

MO2 + M+ + e- ↔ M2O2

(2.13)

MO2 + MO2 ↔ M2O2 + O2

(2.14)
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Sulfoxides
Sulfoxides, such as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), have shown practically promising results
upon inert cathodes such as nanoporous gold (NPG). However, recent reports have shown
that DMSO can react to form dimethylsulfone.90 In a practical M-O2 battery, although the
instability of DMSO is not negligible, the inefficiencies on cycling alkali metal anodes are a
more critical issue.81, 91, 92 No solvent is completely stable in any electrochemical system but
there is a measure of stability that is acceptable for a practical device. Therefore DMSO
provides fundamental mechanistic insight into the reactions of oxygen but is not viable as a
practical electrolyte solvent. The by-products of degradation reactions in this case are soluble
and are removed from the electrode surface and therefore do not passivate reactions.81
The increased solubility of reduced oxygen species (ROS), such as LiO2, enhances the
toroidal formation (large ‘doughnut’particles) of lithium peroxide (Li2O2) over thin,
passivating, film formation in lesser solvating solvents. The improved solubility is an
example of the changing solubility of ROS species governing the mechanism of the battery,
capacity and hence slow charging kinetics with DMSO electrolytes.
Hard soft acid base theory (HSAB) is one model applicable to this idea of favourable
interactions between Lewis acids and bases of similar strength as in section 2.4.3. The
favourability of the interaction with larger, “softer”, cations such as Na+ and K+, changes the
mechanism of the electrochemical reduction of O2. The moderation of Lewis acidity of the
Li+ through solvation influences the mechanism of the O2 reduction. Therefore the solvation
structure of the alkali metal cation in M-O2 electrolytes is critical to the final discharge
product and cyclability of the system.93-95
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Amides
Dimethylformamide and dimethylacetamide are the only amide electrolytes reported in the
literature, that have been used in Li-O2 cell electrolyte. Differing conclusions about the
stability of these solvents have been provided. They are more resistant to nucleophilic attack
via ROS than alkyl carbonates, esters and glymes.64,

83, 96

However, cycling revealed that

although Li2O2 is produced and oxidised, electrolyte degradation occurs upon cycling. This
did not change upon systematically controlling each interfacial component, solvent to DMA
and supporting conductive salt (i.e. changing the anion).83 Another cycling issue, preventing
the practical use of these solvents, is the violent reaction with anodic alkali metals. The
soluble degradation products being oxidised at the cathode upon charge.
Anodic stabilisation has been demonstrated by pairing with either long chained N, N-dialkyl
amides or LiNO3 salt the stability of the anodic SEI layer improves dramatically.97 This
enabled > 80 cycles and retaining 95 % of capacity, although degradation of the electrolyte at
the cathode should be considered. For example at the cathode a number of studies have
provided evidence of degradation at high oxidative overpotentials for example Sharon et al82.
This is a key feature necessary for Li-O2 batteries. The overpotential decreases with
increasing cation size if a superoxide product can be preferentially formed.73, 98-100 Therefore
recent studies suggesting a LiO2 discharge product may reinvigorate research into these
solvents as lower oxidising potentials and higher anodic stability may be advantageous in
these systems.
Nitriles
Acetonitrile (MeCN) is the most commonly tested nitrile solvent of this type; although it has
been identified that substituted nitriles are more stable to nucleophilic attack at the cyano
position than simple MeCN.55 To enhance stability here it is suggested that enhancing the
electron donation from ortho and para groups may increase stability.101 64 Identified as having
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greater stability than MeCN were trimethylacetonitrile, butyronitrile and long chained
adiponitrile.64 This was in part to increase the vapour pressure of a nitrile based solvent for a
practical battery as this is an issue for practical system “open” to the atmosphere.48
Initially portrayed as a disadvantage, MeCN has a low Gutmann donor number (G.D.N.),
which leads to poor solvation of O2- stabilised by small, charge dense, cations. Therefore
LiO2 is unstable in this electrolyte and will quickly disproportionate chemically at the
interface or receive a second electron forming Li2O2.85,

94

Capacity is decreased as thin

passivating films are formed on the surface rather than large toroidal features.94,20 In this
solvent, as the discharge products precipitate quickly at the surface, there would be a lesser
need for redox mediators as in DMSO and amide based electrolytes on charge.
Ethers
Ethers and glyme based solvents are a promising family of solvents as they show some
stability towards alkali metal anodes and cathodic ROS.33 An inherent disadvantage is that
they autoxidise in the presence of ROS forming peroxides.102,

103

This also occurs under

ambient conditions and therefore careful preparation of solvents is needed to ensure accurate
results as degradation products include weak acids and aldehydes. These protic sources
considerably change the electrochemistry of oxygen.104

105

Hydrogen abstraction from the β

carbon is possibly the main cause of this autoxidation. Therefore substitution efforts have
reduced this phenomenon, although only in initial studies, showing enhanced stability to
various processes.
For example substitution of the β hydrogen with a methyl group has been shown to
completely reduce hydrogen abstraction at this point on DME.106 Others have suggested the
fluorination of this position to enhance stability.105 Studies have also looked at superoxide
attack and LixOy attack in similar solvents suggesting similar mechanisms as well as α–
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methyl carbon attack.107-109 This was initially solved through the synthesis of trimethylsilyl
α–methyl carbon substitution by Zhang et al110. However, this was found to be unstable to a
different mechanism which terminates in an alkene on the glyme and forms self-condensed
Me3Si−O−SiMe3.111
Additives and Impurities
The effects of known impurities have recently become increasingly well defined. Impurities
that are similar to those found in M-O2 cell electrolytes were first studied as Li-ion battery
electrolyte impurities such as water and CO2.112
H2O has been assessed as having an effect on the discharge product morphology, mechanism
and cyclability of the system.72, 73, 113 H2O content displays observed differences from small
increases in H2O content from ≤10 ppm and ≤100 ppm.114 In Li-O2 cells this has been shown
to enhance the discharge capacity and form large crystaline toroidal features on the cathode
of Li2O2.72, 93 In Na-O2 this has shown to roughen the edges of crystalline NaO2 cubes at the
interface.113
In essence this is creating a controlled protic environment that displays preferential solvation
of superoxide with H2O over non-aqueous, and alkali metal cation environments. This shows
the importance of Gutmann acceptor number (G.A.N) in the solvation of superoxide. H2O
having a high G.A.N (55 kcal) can easily solvate and temper the Lewis basicity of
superoxide. Preferential solvation of superoxide at the interface via H2O possibly reacts to
form a soluble HO2 radical.115, 116 In solution this reactive species is thought to react to form
soluble NaO2 which then aggregates, roughening the edges, of NaO2 nucleation sites.113 This
increases the size of the discharge products. This is a similar phenomenon with Li2O2. The
induction of an acid proton mechanism in nonaqueous solvents is in some ways
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counterintuitive. Cycling with H2O causes the system to irreversibly fail due to the formation
of hydroxides which build up passivating degradation products.72
The addition of weak acids and alcohols has been initially studied but does not discuss the
longevity and cyclability of these systems as a solution to promoting a solution based
mechanism.70 Studies are limited to phenol and acetic acid, which is a small sample
considering the complex solvation of acids in non-aqueous solutions. For example the
formation of ion pairs in common acids in DMSO is high. Therefore careful choice of acidic
proton is necessary to form free ions in solution.117, 118
Carbon dioxide as an impurity has been studied whereby O2- reacts with carbon dioxide to
form the CO4- radical and then results in the formation of Li or Na carbonates.44,

119, 120

Although these studies mention enhanced capacities, it has been shown that Li2CO3 cannot be
charged even beyond 4.6 V vs. Li+/Li (close to solvent oxidation potentials).121 Therefore in
an ideal system, open to the atmosphere, both H2O and CO2 need to be selectively filtered
from the reaction sites.
Weak acids and Halides
Halides are impurities that are commonly found in supporting conductive salts due to the
method of synthesis and purity of the salt obtained.122,

123

Common synthetic methods of

inorganic salts are via metathesis reactions including the substitution of common halide and
hydroxide salts. However, spectroscopically and voltammetrically these are detected. The
redox processes also change when adding LiI to the electrolyte.73, 124 However, this is causing
some controversy as to whether this is a true Li-O2 battery or proceeding via another
mechanism.125, 126 Continued discussion of the role of I3/I- at the interface of an O2 cathode is
of interest to researchers within this field.
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2.3.6 Redox Mediators
The role of LiI as a possible redox mediator is part of a more substantial body of work that
was first discussed in 2012, followed by a publication by Lacey et al.127 Since then there has
been a growing number of studies looking into this type of chemistry for Li-O2 batteries. By
using redox active additives within a Li-O2 system the reaction site can be transferred to the
gas interface rather than at the electrode surface. This can occur by employing a highly
soluble, stable redox active mediator that is reduced, diffuses to the gas interphase and is reoxidised in the presence of lithium to form a discharge product.127
Ethyl Viologen127, tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)128, ferrocene (FC)128 and N,N,N′,N-tetramethyl-pphenylenediamine (TMPD)128, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxyl (TEMPO)129, nitroxides130,
tris(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)methyl (TTM)131, tris[4-(diethylaminophenyl]amine (TDPA)132, 133
are a range of mediators that have been previously studied all with some success at enhancing
an aspect of the discharge or cyclability of Li-O2 systems. Analogous measurements in other
types of M-O2 have not been presented by researchers in the literature for Na-O2.
There are two approaches for the use of redox mediators on both charge and discharge
dependent on the ability of the molecule or complex to be preferentially oxidised or reduced.
The charging kinetics of a Li-O2 are commonly poor, especially if a solution based
mechanism is induced and large toroidal formations are formed. On oxidation the diffusion of
disconnected Li2O2 particles to the surface is a cause of sluggish reaction kinetics. Soluble
oxidised mediators that can oxidise Li2O2 in solution are able to improve this.128
This part of the research field is under examined and there is opportunity to uncover the
principles of designing effective mediators for such purposes. One approach used a base
redox mediator, (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl or TEMPO, that is easily substituted
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was reported to ascertain the effectiveness of this redox mediator upon changing the extended
and basic structure of the molecule.130
2.4 Defined Terms
The properties of solvents and cations are compared and contrasted via known parameters
and measured standards that are referred to often within this thesis. These terms are defined
in reference to M-O2 chemistry below.
2.4.1 Lewis Acidity and Basicity
Acids are defined in terms of electron movement (Lewis) or proton movement (Brϕnsted).134
Therefore a Lewis acid is an ionic species or compound that can accept a donated lone pair of
electrons. The opposite case, a Lewis base, is a compound or ionic specie that can donate an
electron pair to a donor atom.
The electrochemical mechanism of O2 reduction is dominated by the stability and interaction
of superoxide, a moderate Lewis base, and Lewis acid.13 Lewis acids at the interface include
M+ and Lewis bases are H2O. Most non-aqueous solvents are weakly acidic and are generally
resistance to nucleophilic attack of O2-.
2.4.1 Hard Soft Acid Base Theory (HSAB)
HSAB theory is a descriptor of Lewis acids and bases based on the size and charge state.135,
136

For example small, highly charged states are described as hard acids. This is not generally

applied to bases, the preferred descriptor being the softness of a base. In this instance a large,
low charge state.135 Essentially this describes the polarisability of acids and bases in each
case. The interactions between hard acids and bases, soft acids and bases, are more
favourable and stronger. A mismatched hard acid with soft base for example will interact
unfavourably.
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An example of such an interaction is the interaction of O2- (moderately soft base) and Li+
(hard acid).137 The high charge density of Li+ means the interaction between them is unstable
and so LiO2 is a short-lived intermediate that chemically (equation 2.14, page 24) or
electrochemically (equation 2.13, page 24) reacts to form Li2O2.
2.4.2 Gutmann Donor and Acceptor Numbers
An early way to measure the Lewis acid/base behaviour of a compound was through the
measurement of the interaction of a relatively strong electron pair acceptor, antimony
pentachloride (SbCl5), or electron pair donor, through triethylphosphine oxide
((C2H5)3PO).138 Monitoring the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy with
dissolved probe molecules or solvents gave good agreement with these values and is used as
method to ascertain the Gutmann donor number and acceptance of a compound or ionic
species.139
This is explained in more detail in the practical procedures section 2.2.2, however is
relevant to these studies to predict the behaviour of families of solvents interactions with
O2-. A high Gutmann acceptor number (G.A.N.) solvent interacts with O2- more strongly
such as H2O.72 A high G.D.N. solvent family will interact strongly with the cation through
solvation, which decreases the Lewis acidity of the cation and stabilises its interaction with
supeoxide.
2.4.3 Alpha Effect
The alpha effect is reference to an enhanced nucleophilicity of an atom due to adjacent lone
pairs of another atom.140 The effect was based on the observation of changes to the rate of a
range of nucleophiles with an ester p-nitrophenyl acetate.141, 142 Common nucleophiles such
as fluoride, pyridine and phenolate were determined to have pseudo 1st order reaction rates.
However, based on this criteria hypochlorite and hydroperoxide reacted much faster than
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predicted.141 Pearson and Edwards introduced the alpha effect as way of explaining this
phenomenon, suggesting transition state stabilisation is the cause.143 The lone pair moving
into close proximity of the transition state shifts the lone pair in the transition state away from
the positive ion causing a partial positive charge which is stabilised by the surrounding
solvation shell in oxygen reduction.
A good example is the action of H2O on O2- at a negatively charged electrode. The alpha
effect of oxygen lone pairs on H2O on the protons enhances the acidity and therefore makes
the reaction between O2- and H2O facile, forming HO2-.
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3
Techniques and Experimental Procedures
3.0 Techniques and
Experimental
Procedures

“Invention,mydearfriends,
is 93% perspiration,
6% electricity,
4% evaporation,
and2%butterscotchripple”
Gene Wilder – Willy Wonka
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3.1 Electrochemical Methods:
Electrochemical methods allow the monitoring and study of electrical and chemical
phenomena at electrode interfaces.144 The working electrode (W.E) is where the reaction of
interest is taking place. An auxiliary or counter electrode (C.E) is used, in completion of the
circuit, allowing current flow. In addition to this the accurate monitoring of W.E. potential is
undertaken by a tertiary reference electrode (R.E.). The R.E. external circuit has high
resistance that does not allow current flow, and does not diminish the voltage measured. This
monitors the potential of the W.E. versus the R.E. in this case. The system is then studied by
controlling the potential (potentiostatic) or current (galvanostatic) of the cell through an
external programmed potentiostat (Figure 3.1).

Fig 2.1 Electrochemical Cell Schematic
Figure 3.1 Electrochemical cell schematic
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3.1.1 Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a common electrochemical technique employed to measure the
current response of a system over a desired potential range.145 CV is usually part of the initial
electrochemical analysis of an unknown system. The data obtained can determine
thermodynamic and kinetic properties of solution/electrode interfaces relatively quickly
(order of a second to a few minutes).
The principal of voltammetry is simple. The potential is held at its equilibrium potential for a
period of time. With the aid of a potentiostat a potential step, or change in potential, is
applied and the current response of the system is recorded. Application of a single current or
potential step, for a given time period, is known as chronopotentiometry (CP) and similarly a
current step is known as chronoamperometry (CA) respectively. By applying a series of
potential steps, at a constant rate cyclically, between two switching points describes cyclic
voltammetry.146 The rate at which the potential steps are applied is known as the scan rate ( 𝜈)
which is defined as:
𝜈=

∆𝐸
𝑡

(2.1)

Whereby ΔE is the potential step size (mV) and t is time (s). The 𝜈 can be as little as a few
mVs-1 or up to 104 Vs-1 giving a survey of the electroactive processes occurring in the
described range.144 The described range of the potential window is governed by the
electrochemical potential window. This is the voltage range in which the electrolyte
components are not degraded (i.e. reduced or oxidised) at the W.E. surface. The measured
current response surveys the processes of electro active species at the interface.144
The current response of the system is governed by a number of factors. Initially the induction
of an overpotential positive or negative of the cell resting potential (open circuit potential
OCP) will reorder and align the double layer of the electrode as shown in Figure 3.2. The
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double layer consists of an inner layer at the surface of the electrode describing surface
adsorbed ions that counteract the build-up of charge at the electrode or electron source as the
over potential is increased. The outer layers consist of ions attracted to the electrode surface,
but are free to move through both electrostatic and thermal interactions.144 This is known as
capacitive behaviour that observes a ‘background’ current.

Figure 3.2 The Electrode/Electrolyte Interface

If the potential step or overpotential applied is sufficient, and an electro active species is
present, a redox reaction will occur. The polarity dependence of the overpotential shifts
electrons across the interface as in equations147:
O + e- ↔ R

(2.2)

R ↔ O + e-

(2.3)
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This will cause a current rise from the redox process occurring at the interface. Over time
these species are depleted from the Nernst diffusion layer and the diffusion of reactants, to
and from, the electrode surface governs the current response within the voltammogram. This
limitation is shown by a peak current being formed and subsequent decrease in current
density as shown in our example of oxygen reduction in 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium
perchlorate (TBAClO4) in acetonitrile (MeCN) with a glassy carbon working electrode (GC),
3 mM ferrocene (Fc) (Figure 3.3). This observes two redox couples. This is the reduction and
oxidation of O2 to O2- and Fc to Fc+. The position of the Fc+/Fc couple is well defined in the
literature. Therefore this can be used as a standard to verify the shift in the potential of O2
reduction while using a quasi-reference electrode.

Figure 3.3 Cyclic voltammogram of oxygen enriched 0.1 M TBAClO 4 in MeCN and Fc on a GC disc electrode,
23 oC, 0.5 Vs-1
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3.1.2 Hydrodynamic Methods
CV mitigates convection within electrolytes by using quiescent or electroinactive electrolytes
that are inert and minimise enhanced current perturbations from the solution or measured
current.147 These systems are still limited by diffusion of the reactants to and from the
interface. Hydrodynamic electrochemical techniques achieve fast transport of the
reactants/products to and from the electrode surface by controlled forced convection. By
controlling the rotation rate or angular velocity (ω) of the disc electrode the solution is
propelled towards the surface and produces a laminar flow at the surface, where fluid flows in
parallel layers for Figure 3.4. The careful configuration of the electrode surface is crucial to
keeping the convection current perpendicular to the surface zero.

Figure 3.4 Depiction of Laminar flow formation at a rotated electrode interface

The maximum current reached in these experiments appears as a singular limiting current as
shown in the example in figure 3.4. This is at a potential significantly negative of the
electrode standard potential that when any oxidised form of the reactant is instantly reduced.
Therefore the limiting step of the reaction rate is governed by mass transportation of the
reactant to the electrode and the rate of electron transfer at the interface. By exploiting the
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rotation rate dependence of the limiting current a value for the electron transfer rate, and

Current Density / mA cm-2

hence reaction rate, at the interface can be ascertained.
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Figure 3.5 An example of a RDE Measurement in 0.1 M TEAOTf, Au Working Disc Electrode, at varying rpm,
100 mVs-1, 23 ˚C

Koutecky–Levich has been used to provide kinetic analysis of electrochemical reactions
studied in this thesis.148 The Koutecky-Levich equation (Equation 2.2) is a modification of
the Levich equation (Equation 2.3) which describes the formation and processes within a
formed diffusion layer, or hydrodynamic boundary layer, when applying rotation to an
electrode.149 This is an area that is essentially stagnant solution at the electrode surface and its
thickness dependent on the angular velocity of the electrode.
1
𝑖

1

= 𝑖𝑘 + (

1

1
2

1

−
0.620 𝑛 𝐹 𝐴 𝐷 3 𝜈 6 𝐶

) 𝜔 −2 `

(2.2)

iLC= 0.620 n F A (DR)2/3ν-1/6CRω1/2

(2.3)

ik= nFAk̊

(2.4)
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In the Levich equation iLC is equal to the limiting cathodic current (Amps, A), DR the
diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1) for the reactant in solution, and CR concentration (moles, n) of
reactant in solution, A is the area of the electrode (cm2) and ω is the rotation rate (rads s-1).
The additional term ik in the Koutecky-Levich equation is the heterogeneous rate limited
current which is defined in equation 2.4. Here k̊ is the heterogeneous rate constant (cm s-1).
Therefore by plotting 1/i against 1/ω1/2 one obtains a plot whereby the intercept is equal to
1/ik and the gradient is equal to (

1
2

1

−
0.620 𝑛 𝐹 𝐴 𝐷 3 𝜈 6 𝐶

) which allows the derivation of the

heterogeneous rate constant and theoretically diffusion coefficients.
A Levich study is comprised of a series of voltammograms taken over different rotation rates.
If the overall magnitude of the current density increases with the square root of rotation rate
then this indicates the process is mass transport limited. An alternate method is to plot the
limiting current against the reciprocal square root of angular rotation (ω-1/2). If the line
produced in the examples intercepts the y-axis at zero this is an indication of fast kinetics of
this process without hindrance. However, if above zero this is a strong indication of sluggish
kinetics rather than mass transport limitations. It is possible to extract from this data diffusion
coefficients (mass transport) and standard rate constants (kinetics) from this data.

3.1.3 Galvanostastic Methods
Galvanostatic measurements apply a constant current and measure the potential for an
allowed time period or until the required voltage limits are reached. This mimics real battery
charging and discharging conditions and therefore the insertion/disinsertion of materials into
an intercalation electrode. Alternatively this monitors the gradual formation and precipitation
of electrically insulating surface discharge products as in M-O2 cells. In this instance the
methods have been used on two electrode Li/Na ion cells and three electrode M-O2 battery
cells (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 Example of a three electrode cell galvanostatic discharge. Here shown an example of 0.1 M LiOTf in
MeCN on a Au working electrode, at a rate of -60 μA cm-2

3.1.4 Electrochemical Methods – Practical Procedures
3.1.4.1 Potentiostat
Biologic (VSP100, VMP), and Palmsens potentiostats were used to control and run the
electrochemical experiments described above dependent on the requirements of the
experiment.
3.1.4.2 Electrochemical Cells
Standard electrochemical cells (Figure 3.7) contained a small ‘well’ suitable for experiments
for a minimum of 2 mL of electrolyte. The screw thread joints allow the sealing and
positioning of 3 electrodes along with a gas inlet and gas outlet for bubbling gas through the
electrolyte. The seals used on each joint were procured from Bola making a gas tight seal
suitable for O2 experiments within an inert atmosphere glove box and outside on the various
spectrometers.
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Figure 3.7 Photographs of Voltammetric Cell Setup in Inert Atmosphere Glovebox

Figure 3.8 Photographs of Rotating Disc Electrode Setup in Inert Atmosphere Glovebox

3.1.4.3 Electrodes
W.E. were either bought with a 3 mm or 1.5 mm diameter disks including polycrystalline Au,
Pt, Pd and GC. These are encased in polyether ether ketone PEEK, an inert and robust
material, which enables the electrode area to be defined accurately. The electrodes were
prepared by sonication in H2O and acetone for 5 mins. They were polished to a mirror finish
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using 1 μm, 0.3 μm and 0.1 μm alumina polishes and sonicated in between polishes for five
minutes. These polishes were separated onto different microfibre polishing pads. The
electrodes were then encased in plastic ptfe 1 ml pipette filling tubes. These were placed in a
vacuum oven at 100 °C overnight. They were then transferred to the glovebox immediately
and put under vacuum for a further 30 mins before being used to minimise H2O
contamination.
The C.E. went through an iterative process from an in-house design. The initial design
consisted of a sealed glass tube with Cu wire as contact to a Pt coil. This was then changed to
a capillary tube that encased a Pt wire which was sealed at the top and bottom with epoxy
resin (Loctite 3431 A and B) that is resistant to the solvents that were used within the
experiments. These were sonicated in a similar manner to W.E. and flame annealed removing
any organic substances still on the surface. These were then dried under the same conditions
as W.E.
Due to the incompatibility of standard aqueous R.E, with non-aqueous systems a quasi-R.E.
has been used to measure the potential of the W.E. rather than standard R.E. R.E. went
through the same iterative process. Here a silver wire was used as a quasi-R.E. The settled
design being a capillary tube sealed with solvent resistance epoxy. These were sanded with
course polishing pads to remove any oxide and then subsequently sonicated in H2O to remove
any further debris before use. These were then dried similarly to previous electrodes.
The quasi-R.E. used was referenced against an internal standard of Fc (Figure 2.2). By
dissolving a small concentration of Fc in the electrolyte after CV measurements were
complete the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple (Fc+/Fc) was measured in each electrolyte on each
working electrode. The standard electrode potential was calculated for the Fc+/Fc couple
using the formula:
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Standard Electrode Potential (Eøfc/fc+) = Peak Cathodic Potential (Epc) + [(Peak Cathodic
Current-Peak Anodic Current) (Epc -Epa)/2]

(2.6)

This value was used to shift the potential of the data vs. Ag+/Ag to the Fc+/Fc scale. The Fc
internal standard is needed because the value of the Ag+/Ag couple varies in different media.
By this method the results were standardised and accurately converted to the appropriate
alkali metal scale i.e. Li+/Li, Na+/Na and K+/K as shown in table 3.1.
Table 3.3 Half Cell Reactions of Relevant Electrode Scales
Half Reaction
Ag+ + e- ↔ Ag(s)
Fc+ + e- ↔ Fc(s)
Li+ + e- ↔ Li(s)
Na+ + e- ↔ Na(s)
K+ + e- ↔ K(s)
Cs+ + e- ↔ Cs(s)
(a) Position varies in different media

E(V) vs. SHE
+0.8 (a)
+0.64
-3.04
-2.71
-2.93
-3.02

3.1.4.4 Supporting Electrolyte Solutions
All electrolytes were prepared within an inert atmosphere glovebox (PureLab) (Figure 3.1)
providing less than 1 ppm O2 and H2O. Weighing was carried out on a mass weighing
balance that was placed within the glovebox. Before any electrolyte preparation took place,
all chemicals were dried overnight (120 oC) under vacuum as described below. This
procedure was also carried out upon general equipment used in the experiments
Electrolytes consisted of a non-aqueous (organic, aprotic) solvent and an inorganic salt.
These were tailored and chosen for the particular experiment. The concentrations of alkali
metal salts were between 1 mM and 100 mM (MX M = Li, Na or K). These low
concentration electrolytes were conductively supported by a concentration of 0.1 M - 0.25 M
TAA+ salts usually of 0.1 M. However, due to the inherent resistance of some electrolytes,
especially glyme based electrolytes; this was increased to negate any internal resistance
within the cell.
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3.2 Spectroscopic Techniques
Spectroscopy utilises photons of different energy to gain insight into molecular
phenomena.150 High energy photons including gamma ray photons study the nuclear
processes, whereas radiation in the hard – soft X-ray region induces electronic transitions
from ground to the valence levels.151 Ultraviolet (UV) and visible photons induce electronic
transitions from filled and empty valence bands. These photons are of the same order of
energy as chemical bonds and so directly probes chemical bonding properties of molecules.
Below this region the energy of photons is no longer high enough to induce electronic
transitions and so only vibrational transitions may be detected, including infrared (IR)
spectra. At even lower energy there are phenomena occurring caused by electronic spin such
as electron spin resonance (EPR). This is useful in detecting features of free radicals. To
complete the spectrum of photon excitation transitions made in magnetic nuclei using radio
wave photons are used.
Described hereafter is the use of UV, visible, and radio wave photons as probes for this
research. The main body of work utilizes surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) that
uses visible photons of light or near infrared (NIR). In situ SERS was employed to gain
information of chemical bonding of structures at the electrode interface of the O2 cathode of
M-O2. By using UV/Vis photons the characterisation of the spin state of O2 within the
electrolyte solutions was obtained. By applying radio wave photons in the form of NMR
spectroscopy we were able to gain information on the purity of compounds along with the
solvation structure of solutes in a non-aqueous environment.
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3.2.1. Raman Spectroscopy and Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
Raman is a light scattering effect. An intense source of light is used to excite molecules to a
virtually excited state of which the majority relax to the original ground state (Rayleigh
scattering). However, a small amount of the excited states will emit photons through inelastic
scattering. Photons can be inelastically scattered to relax to a less energetic state than the
incident light (Stokes Shift) or a higher energy state than the incident light (anti Stokes shift).
The consequent Raman spectrum is calculated by the difference in energy between the
incident photons and the scattered light ±∆𝑣 .152 The frequency of the stokes and anti-stokes
shifts form a symmetric pattern around ∆𝑣 = 0. The corresponding stretch of each type of
feature within the spectrum is dependent on the density of states of the molecule at the time
of incident radiation. The probability of having stokes shift from the lower to upper states is
therefore more likely and corresponds to a stronger signal in the Raman spectrum.152
The enhancement of the weak Raman signal is a growing field through which novel methods
are beginning to provide suitable enhancements for varying applications, including
electrochemical interfaces. However, one disadvantage of the current state of this research is
the incomplete understanding of the mechanism of enhancement.152 These methods include
nanostructuring precious metal surface by electrochemical roughening152, nanoparticle
manipulation153 and electroplating154.
Surface enhancement at an electrode surface was first discovered when applying oxidation
and reduction cycling of 0.1 M KCl electrolytes pyridine as an additive. The signal under
negative potential control distinctly increased the Raman intensity of pyridine modes.
Although concluded to be due to restructuring of the double layer in this paper it was later
found to be the first detection of SERS. The oxidation and reduction cycles applied over a
specific range and time roughens the precious metal electrode including, Cu, Ag, Au, Pd and
Pt.153 Essentially this forms nanostructures on the surface that changes the scattering of the
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incident light which in turn can have a measureable enhancement of the Raman signal by up
to 1014.
Through excitation of a nanoparticle or nanostructure, whereby the incident laser beam is
considered as an electromagnetic wave, can resonantly excite delocalised electrons within a
metal nanoparticle or metal nanostructure at the interface.152 This excitation of delocalised
electrons forces a charge separation within the structure known as a localised plasmon
resonance (LSPR).155 This is dependent on the excitation wavelength, dielectric constant of
the material and the surrounding medium (Vacuum, Solvent, Air). This phenomenon can be
produced at both planar and nanostructured surfaces but the resonance is bound parallel to the
surface for planar substrates.155
For a short time a proportion of this LSPR energy is transferred to an adsorbed molecule, or
interface present species, exciting a vibration or rotation. The energy transferred back to the
substrate is then scattered at nanostructures. The morphology, size and dielectric constant of
the material are therefore crucial to the magnitude of this perpendicular scattering
component. Another possible reason for the enhanced signal is a loss of reflectivity in nano
structuring the surface. Both Au and Ag in the presence of incident visible light are
respectively 50 % and 100 % reflective.156 This gives Au its yellow colour. The separation of
elastically scattered and reflected light and the Raman signal is therefore more difficult. By
nano structuring the reflectivity of the surface is also diminished which in turn will enable the
easier dissemination of Raman scattered photons.156
The magnitude of the LSPR of any nanostructure is dependent on the polarisability and
incident field strength (E(winc)) as in:
μind = αmetalE0(winc)
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Where μind is the induced dipole moment, αmetal is the polarisability of the metal.152 This is
essentially describing elastic light scattering off of the nanostructure within its vicinity of
both the incident and outgoing field. If it is then considered how a molecule adsorbed or close
to the surface of the structure interacts with the incident field, such as Stokes scattering, the
dipole moment and polarisability of the molecule may also elastically scatter and induce a
LSPR with the surface. The conclusion from this is that in order to enhance the Raman signal
at or near to a nanostructure through LSPR is only found when the vibrational or rotational
mode of the molecule is being probed is in resonance with the LSPR. This gives rise to
genuinely surface selective spectra as the orientation, whether tilted, perpendicular or
parallel, at the nanostructure specifically enhances different modes by varying amounts
allowing the decrement of the interface.
The above described effect is purely a physical effect which is the main enhancement effect
of SERS techniques. However the interaction of the molecule and the metal nanostructure
also provides an additional enhancement known as a chemical or resonance enhancement
factor. This effect is electronic and based on the chemical bonding of the adsorbate and how
this effects the polarisability of the induce dipole moment. The origin of this effect is similar
to that of ligand charge transfer to a metal centre which shifts the electronic and therefore
spectra of the detected modes. The adsorption of a molecule on a metal centre changes the
polarisability of the molecule at the surface. This change means that new transitions from the
metal centre to the adsorbate are available. If a transition is resonant with the frequency of the
incident incoming beam it can enhance this vibration through charge transfer resonance.
Disentangling these different contributions of the enhancement mechanism is difficult and
sometimes impossible.
By combining electrochemical techniques and SERS the interface can begin to be studied
under potential control. Electrochemical features can be matched to vibrational features and
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therefore ascertain what electrochemical process is occurring within an unknown system.
Raman is useful in this regard as it can detect “fingerprint” region modes which include
metal-oxide vibrations as well as metal-adsorbate vibrations. The main discharge products
and species of interest for the work of this thesis are within this region.
3.2.1.1 Practical Procedure
In situ SERS cells were of a similar design to CV cells previously shown. However, instead
of a glass well the cell was redesigned to fit a GL25 screw thread on the bottom of the cell to
house a sapphire window, (UQG optics 22 mm x 1 mm)(Figure 3.9). Although many glasses
are used for Raman spectroscopy sapphire windows are robust, chemically inert, and
spectroscopically inactive over a large window. Access to the laser of the electrode surface
during electrochemical experiments was provided by this window. All other fittings were the
same as standard electrochemical cells.

Figure 3.9 Schematic of in situ Raman cell
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All other procedures have been previously described accept the roughening of the gold
electrode to produce the SERS active nanostructured surface. For this methods were
combined from both Tian et al153 and Li et al115, 116, 157 that were found to give reproducibly
good enhancements at the interface. The procedure for roughening was as following diagram
(Schematic3.10):

Figure 3.10 Cycling procedures for roughening Au W.E. in Ar enriched 0.1 M KCl, 23 °C, Ag/AgCl reference
electrode

The steps are describing the phenomenon depicted in Figure 3.10. The initial negative
reduction potential strips the surface of Au and forms [Au Cl4]- complexes under extreme
conditions ensuring roughening across the surface.158-160 By then applying 25 oxidationreduction cycles between 1.14 V and -0.3 V it strips and deposits Au onto the surface
sequentially. This roughens and nanostructures the Au in a non-uniform way creating the
SERS active surface. The inhomogeneous roughening by this method means cycling is
crucial to produce a as even a nanostructure as possible providing a greater average
enhancement as opposed to small “hotspot” areas. Sequentially applying a negative step at
the end of the cycle decreases the amount of adsorbed gold chloride at the interface which
may change and interfere with SERS measurements or in this case possibly take part in the
reaction.
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of electrode structure when applying roughening procedure.

This electrode was then rinsed thoroughly with MilliQ water and dried overnight as per
previous procedures described in section 2.1.4.3. This electrode was placed within the cell 1
mm behind the sapphire window and the cell then flooded with electrolyte before being
bubbled with Ar (5 mins) and then O2 (15 mins) gas. This enhanced initial electrolyte water
content from ≤ 5 ppm to ≤ 20 ppm.
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3.2.2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Taking advantage of the magnetic moment of isotopes of nuclei is a versatile and informative
way of gaining spatial information of where species are in relation to each other within the
molecule. The manipulation of the magnetic moment of a molecule or species can be aligned
via a static magnetic field and then manipulated as a function of time under the influence of
specific interactions and observed.
Standard tests for purity of solvents were conducted routinely as part of this work. However,
NMR spectroscopy has also been adopted as a technique for defining Gutmann donor number
(G.D.N.) of solvents in this thesis. Gutmann et al139 and Popov et al89 works characterising
the effects of solvent shift in alkali metal cation NMR spectroscopy and compared this to
G.D.N. The G.D.N of the solvent will affect the composition of the solvation shell around Li
or Na which shows a strong correlation with NMR shift. Therefore the strength of adduct
formed, and hence enhanced enthalpy, from the solvent (Lewis base) to the cation (Lewis
acid) is high in the case of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) a strong positive shift is seen. If the
interaction is weaker as in the case of acetonitrile (MeCN) it is shifted to a negative value.
An enhanced understanding of G.D.N. shows that the cation and anion interactions can affect
spectral shift meaning careful choice of anion is needed when included in this analysis. This
is defining the tendency for salts to be solvated as solvent separated ion pairs, ion pairs and as
‘naked ions’ in non-aqueous solvents. Perchlorate (ClO4-) is a good example of an anion that
is present as a naked anion that moves relatively unhindered through solution due to weak
anion-solvent interactions. If you increase the concentration of salt within these tests the shift
of the

23

Na NMR peak is not affected within a range of 0.2-2 M NaClO4. However other

anions such as the bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI), and trifluromethanesulfonate
(OTF-) do observe a peak shift dependence correlating to the concentration of salt.
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3.2.2.1 NMR – Practical Procedures
The ClO4- analogues of all salts were used in these measurements. These were used at a
concentration of 0.2 M NaClO4 and a sealed 3 M NaCl standard within the NMR tube as a
reference. The spectra were run on a 400 MHz Bruker 400 Ultrashield Spectrometer. The
NMR tubes were modified in house to incorporate a sealed Young’s tap and permits the
prevention of atmospheric contamination during the running of dried samples. This care was
taken as it is known that H2O preferentially solvates alkali metal cations due to its high
polarity in small quantities.161 G.D.N. and 23Na NMR peak shift for correlated data in Figure.
3.12.

3.2.3. UV/Vis Spectrophotometer
UV/Vis spectroscopy allows the study of both the UV range (190 nm to 400 nm) and visible
range (40 nm to 780 nm). From the absorption and luminescence spectra related to the
electronic and vibrational transitions of interest this technique can be applied to battery
electrolyte systems.150 The system used in these experiments is a Shimadzu UV-2600
spectrophotometer.
O2 itself is not a UV/Vis active species, however O2-, is and has a strong absorbance at 245
nm in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and 306 nm in pyridine.162 The interplay with other alkali
metal oxygen atoms and the reduced O2 species formed from these processes can therefore be
studied via this technique.
UV/Vis spectroscopy is the study of the excitation from the ground state to the electronically
excited state. The strongest transitions observed below 200 nm corresponding to examples
such as C-C and C-H bonds. Saturated compounds, such as O2 with pairs of free electrons,
exhibit n-π* transitions in the region of 150 nm to 250 nm. Most compounds and solvents
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therefore contain signals from the heavy presence of these bonds in non-aqueous solvents.
Consequentially UV/Vis studies mainly focus on n-π* and π-π* transitions of O2- species.
The use of clear transitions i.e. colour changes under potential control or through chemical
reactions means the use of markers and dyes is common within applications of UV/Vis
spectroscopy.163, 164 Here using this technique the electron spin state of reduced oxygen can
be analysed. O2 is predominantly in its triplet ground state form 3Σg− and has two singlet
excited states 1Δg and 1Ʃg+. One higher energy state denoted as 1Ʃg+ state is very short lived
and relaxes to a lower energy singlet state, 1Δg.163 The investigation of the reactivity of 1O2
with organic compounds is extensive and utilised for different purposes.57, 165, 166
Singlet oxygen will react with olefins and therefore dyes that have strong transitions
detectable will decrease when this species is present. This allows us to study the electronic
structure of oxygen within charge and discharge processes.

3.2.3.1 Practical Procedures
The in situ UV/Vis transmission cell, also suitable for in situ transmission IR was based on a
commercially available cell and adapted for our purposes. The Omnicell was bought from
Aldrich and subsequent gaskets and windows supplied from commercially available sources.
The W.E. were made out of Au and Pt mesh, used for the working and counter electrodes
respectively, (Goodfellows 0.05 mm thick open an aperture of 65 %) allowing transmission
of signal through the electrode during experiments. These were sealed using an epoxy
(Loctite 3421 A & B) along with a silver wire quasi-reference electrode. The use of PTFE
spacer 0.05 mm thick meant that the overall path length of the cell is about 0.1 mm creating a
thin layer cell. The fact that the overall design of the cell is to measure liquid samples in
UV/Vis and IR spectrometers means the cell is adaptable and useable in different
environments.
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3.2.3.1.2 Singlet O2 cell
For the singlet oxygen experiments a cell that could house discharged electrodes was needed.
This cell adapted from a sealable Starna quartz cuvette with a 2 mm path length. This housed
the electrodes in the cuvette near the top of the cell not inferring with the UV pathlength but
could monitor the concentration of the singlet O2 dyes within the electrolyte.
The electrolyte for this was made in the same procedure as described previously. Here the
addition of 0.1 mM of 1, 3 diphenylbenzofuran (DPBF). A pre-weighed discharged electrode
made of carbon felt, 4.5 mg and 10 mm diameter was clipped into place with a Pt wire
counter and an Ag wire reference electrode. The electrode was then charged while stirring the
solution and the spectrum of DPBF monitored for the intensity changes. The charge passed
was then calculated by integrating the CP measurement the electrode weighed to begin to
quantify the amount of MxOy products oxidised and the amount of signal decrease of the
DPBF.
The UV/Vis cells were prepared by washing and sonicating in acetone (ACN) and Milli-Q
water (18.2 MΩ) and dried at 120 oC under vacuum for 12 hours. Electrochemical
preparation was carried out an inert atmosphere glovebox providing less than 0-1 ppm O2 and
0.1 ppm H2O at ambient temperature. High purity oxygen (≥ 99.999 %) and argon (≥ 99.998
%) further dried with a H2O trap and desiccant drying tube was used to degas and oxygenate
electrolytes via gas inlet and outlets. Before the electrochemical cells were setup, all
electrodes were rinsed with dried electrolyte containing ≤ 5 ppm water. A platinum coiled
wire was used as a C.E. and a silver wire as a quasi-R.E. The quasi-R.E was standardised
against an internal FC reference which has a potential of +0.4 V vs. NHE. These were
prepared in a similar manner to the electrochemical cell accepting the counter electrode that
was additionally flame annealed before use electrochemical techniques were carried out at 25
o

C.
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The performance of the carbon materials were evaluated using PTFE Swagelok type cells.
The anode consisted of a Na metal (sigma-Aldrich) chip rolled pressed into a stainless steel
current collector. Two glass fibres (Whatmann) were used as separators impregnated with an
electrolyte and the cathode used was P50 carbon paper (10 mm diameter, Avcarb).
The Swagelok cell was assembled inside the glovebox and then transferred to a glass tube
that was finally purged with high purity oxygen. The electrochemical testing was held inside
a constant temperature oven at 25 °C. A constant current of 0.12 mA cm-2 was applied for the
discharge-charge cycles. After the first discharge, the battery was disassembled inside the
glove-box and the cathode as washed with dry electrolyte prior to characterisation.
In situ Raman spectra were recorded with Raman microscope (Renishaw inVia), using an
excitation wavelength of 532 nm (laser power 25 mA) focussed through an inverted
microscope (Leica), via a 50x objective lens (Leica).
UV/Vis measurements were carried out on a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectrophotometer in a
starna quarts cuvette cell. The discharge cathodes were put inside the glovebox without
seeing atmosphere. The cathode was inserted into the electrolyte containing 0.1 M LiTFSI,
NaOTf and KPF6 in DMSO respectively. All salts were dried overnight at 100 ˚C under
vacuum overnight before used and kept in an inert atmosphere glovebox. A reference
spectrum was taken of the respective electrolyte without DPBF. 0.1 mM of DBPF was added
to the solution and initial open circuit potential spectra taken. The cathodes were potential
step charged at 1.0 V vs. Ag+/Ag corresponding to V vs. Li+/Li, V vs. Na+/Na and V vs. K+/K
for 1200 s through chronoamperometry using a palmsens potentiostat.
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3.3. Miscellaneous techniques
3.3.1. Conductivity Measurements
Specifically molar conductivity, this is a measure of the ratio of the electrical conductivity
and molar concentration. This is electrolyte given by the following equation:
𝛬𝑚 =

𝜅
𝑐

(2.8)

𝜅 is the measured conductivity (µS cm-1) and c is concentration. Two distinct cases need to be
considered when measuring conductivity of an electrolyte. Strong electrolytes are defined as
those that conductivity does not depend on the concentration of the electrolytes. These
electrolytes usually contain a salt, strong acid or base. For these electrolytes the conductivity
should be considered as follows134:
𝛬𝑚 = 𝛬𝑚𝑜 − 𝐾 √𝑐

(2.9)

This is where 𝛬𝑚o is the molar conductivity at infinite dilution and K is the Kohlrausch
coefficient. This is different to weak electrolytes where present ions are not fully dissociated
and conductivity strongly depends on the concentration of the electrolyte. This can be
described as:
𝛬𝑚𝑜 = ∑𝑖 𝜈𝑖 𝜆𝑖

(2.10)

This is where 𝜈𝑖 is the limiting molar ionic conductivity of the ion i and 𝜆𝑖 is the number of
ions i in the formula of the electrolyte.
Accurate measuring of this value in our probe is done using a resistance measurement. This is
done by applying an alternating current, electrolysis and deposition products are avoided,
between to symmetrical electrodes. The conductivity probe is calibrated versus a standard
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solution of resistance. The specific resistance and current of the cell are known which means
a cell constant can replace l/A in the formula as in 2.11:
𝑙

𝑅 = 𝐴𝜌

(2.11)

In which l is the distance between electrodes and A is the area of the electrodes and ρ being
the specific resistance of the cell.
𝑅 = 𝐶𝜌

(2.12)

Where the specific conductance of the cell is the specific resistance:
1

𝐶

𝑅=𝜌=𝑅

(2.13)

This is then turned into our experimental value of conductance for our electrolytes. These
measurements were carried out using a four probe conductance cell in a sealed gas tight
environment.
3.3.1.1 Conductivity Measurement Practical Procedures
Electrolytes preparation has been previously described. The 4-probe conductance cell probe
was first standardised with aqueous 1 M KCl as per the directions of the manufacturer. This
was disconnected and then sealed inside the glass cell, with electrolyte in the glovebox. The
probe measurement was carried out outside the glovebox with the cell contained in an oil
bath at 25 °C. Conductivity temperature dependence could then be assessed after equilibration
at each temperature for the sample under inert atmosphere conditions.

3.3.2. Karl Fischer Coulometric Titration
Karl Fisher titration is a popular method of determining H2O content within small volumes of
solution.167 With the correct apparatus this can give a quick, selective and method of water
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content down to a few parts per million of water. The main reactions rely on the redox
chemistries of SO2 and I2 as in 2.14 and 2.15.
B.I2 + B.SO2 + B + H2O 2BH+ I- + BSO3

(2.14)

BSO3 + ROH → BH+ROSO3

(2.15)

The titration begins by producing quantities of I2, through electrochemical pulse, which reacts
with SO2 consuming water in the process. In this instance 1 mol of I2 consumed corresponds
to 1 mol to H2O consumed. Therefore the endpoint of the titration corresponds to a drop in
voltage across the cell as an excess of I2 is formed. Once this endpoint is reached the amount
of charged passed is calculated, which when converted provides a value in moles of water
present. Subsequently by understanding the density/weight of the sample a value in ppm of
water within the sample can be calculated.
3.3.2.1 Karl Fisher Titration Practical Procedure
To measure the water content of a sample a sample of electrolyte (0.25 ml – 1ml) was
accurately measured and added to the Karl Fisher titrator. In general samples were 1 ml and
the weight of the sample was then calculated based on the density and known volume of the
sample. This is assuming that the salt content did not significantly change the density of the
solution. The titrator stirred the sample in the reagent solution for 15 seconds before giving
the water content of the sample. The system was calibrated every month to a Hydranal
standard of known water content of 100 ppm water. Hydranal reagent AD was used as the
reagent of the titration measurements.
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3.4 Chemicals
3.4.1 Solvents
All solvent were bought in high electrochemical grade purity. These were then repeatedly
dried using freshly activated molecular sieves for one week before use or until Karl Fischer
measurements repeatedly observed a value of 5 ppm or less.
In chapter 4 and beyond all solvents were purified by distillation. The procedures for which
have been followed from purification of organic solvents.
3.4.2 Molecular Sieves
The removal of dust found in electrolytes was achieved by washing the molecular sieves
under low heat with MilliQ water and acetone and repeating until no more dust appeared. The
subsequent diminished sieves were reactivated by heating under vacuum for 12 hours at 300
°

C in a sand bath. These were again transferred to an inert atmosphere glovebox under

vacuum and therefore were not exposed to atmosphere. These sieves dried electrolytes down
to a few ppm of water, but without the dust present. It was noted that purposefully disturbed
electrolytes that were cloudy in colour had a noticeable effect on the quality and sensitivity of
SERS measurements.
3.4.3 Salts
High purity salts were obtained for all measurements. The synthesis of these salts commonly
use degradation products of M-O2 cells as starting materials making it important to
characterise and purify chemicals where necessary. Infrared spectra and Raman spectroscopic
standards spectroscopically testing monitored impurities which were found to be negligible in
all cases.
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3.4.4 Drying of Gas
High purity gas was procured for the purpose of this research which included 99.999 % Ar
and O2. These gases although pure when bubbled through the electrolyte appeared to increase
the water content within the electrolyte from below 5 ppm to about 80 ppm. This when
investigated was about 60 ppm from the Argon line and 15 ppm from the O2 line when
bubbling for 30 mins.
Therefore a system to carefully control the bubbling rate, and insertion of the minimal
amount of H2O from the lines into the electrolyte was designed and installed along with the
technicians. These were made in two stages. The first stage utilised the inclusion of Drierite
tubes commercially available. This reduced the water content added to electrolytes from 80
ppm to 50 ppm. The changing of the drying agent from Drierite particles to phosphorous
pentoxide then brought down the water content of electrolytes to below 30 ppm with careful
control of bubbling rate and time bubbling. This is being enhanced slowly with further
modifications that are currently not tested and not installed.
The flow rate of the gas is further controlled from 5 pounds per square inch (PSI) outside the
glovebox and through the drying columns via a flow meter in the glovebox that allows for the
bubble rate of 1 bubble a second. This corresponds to a flow rate of 1 m3 O2 or Ar per second.
In situ cells were bubbled for 10 mins, in order to fully saturate solvents with O2.

3.5 Theoretical Calculations
Table 1.1 displays derived data for the theoretical specific energy and cell voltage for
differing energy storage devices. Example calculations of both of these derivations are shown
here.
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3.5.1 Theoretical Specific Energy
Faraday’s 1st law of electrochemistry states that, “the mass of any substance deposited or
liberated at any electrode is directly proportional to the quantity of electricity passed.”168 This
means that the amount of charged passed is equal to the integral of the amount of current
passed as a function of time:
Q=∫Idt

(2.15)

From this it can be determined that the electrochemical equivalent (Z) of a substance is equal
to the product of the amount of electrons transferred (n) and Faraday’s Constant (F) divided
by the molar mass (Mr) (2.15).
Z= (nF)/Mr

(2.16)

The units of Z are coulombs per gram (C g-1). The units of the electrochemical equivalent of
the substance are then converted to ampere hours per kg (Ah kg-1) multiplying by 3600 s /
1000 g. The specific energy of a battery is equal to the product of the theoretical battery
voltage and the electrochemical equivalent (Equation 2.17).

Specific Energy (Wh kg-1) = (Theoretical Cell/Battery Voltage) (V). (Electrochemical
Equivalent)(Ah kg-1)

(2.17)

The theoretical cell voltage is derived in the next section. Derived is the specific energy
density of an alkali metal-O2 cell based on the products of the reaction i.e. M2O2 as shown in
the Li2O2 example below.
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Specific Energy of the non-aqueous Li-O2 cell
Mr of Li2O2= 45.8813 g mol-1 = 2(Li) + 2(O) = 2(6.9412) + 2(15.9994)
Overall process is 2Li+ + 2e- + O2 → Li2O2

therefore n=2

Z=nF/Mr = 2(96487) (C mol-1)/45.8812 (g mol-1) = 4206 C g-1

4206 (C g-1)/3.6 = 4206 (As g-1)/3.6 since As=C

Z=1168 Ah kg-1

Specific energy density of Li-O2 cell = Z.(cell voltage)
2Li+ + O2 + 2e- ↔ Li2O2 = 3.0 V
Therefore, theoretical specific energy = (1168 Ah kg-1). (3.0 V) = 3504 Wh kg-1

3.5.2 Cell Voltage Calculation
Equation 2.18 was used to calculate the theoretical cell voltage where Eøcell is the standard
potential of the cell at the set temperature (298 K). The other terms in this equation have been
previously defined.

ΔGf=-nF Eøcell

(2.18)
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An example calculation for the K2O2 would be:
ΔGf = -429.7 kJmol-1

Eøcell= ΔGf /-nF = -429.7/ -2(96487) = 2.23 V

3.5.3 Peak Charge Ratio Calculation
The charge ratio of the reduction and oxidation peaks is one diagnostic measure of the
reversibility of the system studied by CV. This was calculated through finding the area of
both peaks using integration software. The area under each peak corresponds to the charge
produced because:

Current (I) = The change in Charge (dQ)/ Change in time (dt) implying that Q=∫Idt

The ratio of anodic charge/cathodic charge (Qa/Qc) should be equal to 1 for a fully reversible
system. This implies that the amount of charge input into the system is taken out by the
reverse process.
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4
Influence of Supporting Conductive
Salt on Gold and Glassy Carbon
Interfaces for Alkali Metal Oxygen
Batteries

4.0 Influence of supporting conductive salt on gold and glassy carbon
interfaces for alkali metal oxygen batteries

I have a belt that holds up my pants and
loops that hold up my belt.
I mean what’s really going on down
there?
Who’stherealhero?
-Mitch Hedburg
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4.1 Introduction
The increased interest in alkali metal-oxygen (M-O2) cell as a prospective
electrochemical energy storage device has led to the necessity of an amplified
fundamental understanding of O2 chemistry in non-aqueous media.64, 72, 73, 84-86, 94, 95, 98,
102, 114, 122, 137, 169

As part of this research the use of tetralkylammonium (TAA) salts has

become common practice within the fundamental study of nonaqueous electrolytes.49,
51, 52, 66

These salts are used in nonaqueous media to support conduction due to their

good solubility and weak tendency to form associates with other solvated anions. 117
This is due to the large ionic radius and alkyl chains masking the charged centre. The
hydrophobic alkyl chains have also been shown to exclude H2O as an impurity within
the cations solvation shell, whereas H2O impurities with small, highly charged species
such as Li+ are often preferentially solvated.117, 170
Symmetrical alkylammonium chains can hinder simple electron transfer kinetics
involving organic molecules depending on the nature of TAA+.171 Petersen and
Evans172 observed that this enhanced inhibitory effect of electrokinetics is more
pronounced at high reduction overpotentials.173 Two effects must be considered in
understanding variation in capacity at the interface based on electrode potential and
cation size.174 The more negative the potential increases cation replacement of solvent
molecules at the interface, which will decrease the dielectric constant of the inner
double layer.173,

174

Therefore the capacity should become constant across this layer,

especially with increasing alkyl chain length. Contrary to this it has been observed by
Fawcett et al171 that the cation centre, is not at a constant position at the interface. By
increasing the reductive potential the charge centre-electrode distant decreases. The
continued increase in overpotential will eventually electrooxidise the cation at the
interface or reorient to a lower energy confirmation. This reorientation has been
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monitored and observed with tetraethylammonium cation (TEA +) in previous
studies.174,

175

Monitoring the electrochemical effects of alkali metal cations (M+) on

O2- formation and oxidation in non-aqueous solvents it is necessary to understand a
standard, quiescent electrolyte that standardises techniques and electrochemical
characteristics as a comparative electrolyte. This chapter’s main focus is on classical
electrolytes comprising of acetonitrile (MeCN) as the solvent and TAA + for discussion
in the use of in situ surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and the effects of
supporting conductive salts on the formation and oxidation of O2-. The main aim was
to assess the role of the nature of TAA+ in a non-aqueous solvent on O2 reduction.
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4.2 Electrochemical investigation of supporting salt alkyl ammonium cation chain
length
4.2.1 Acetonitrile
4.2.1.2 Tetraalkylammonium Based Electrolytes
Cyclic voltammetric (CV) studies of the formation and oxidation of O 2- chemistry
were conducted in O2 saturated 0.1 M tetraethylammonium trifluoromethanesulfonate
(TEAOTf),

tetrapropylammonium

trifluoromethanesulfonate

(TPAOTf)

and

tetrabutylammonium trifluoromethanesulfonate (TBAOTf) in MeCN and compared
and contrasted on polycrystalline Au and glassy carbon (GC) planar working disc
electrodes (Figure 4.1 and 4.2). The comparison of which show that on both Au and
GC, increasing the alkyl chain length of the supporting electrolyte cation, corresponds
to an increased hysteresis of O2 redox processes and decrease in current density in
agreement with previous studies.173, 176 Electrochemical analysis of the formation and
oxidation of O2- on and Au working electrodes has shown a decrease in reversibility
when TAA alkyl chain length is increased.
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Figure 4.1 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf, TPAOTf and TBAOTf in MeCN on a GC
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

The voltammetric response of longer chained TBA+ supported O2 redox chemistry shows a
clear hysteresis in peak current separation and density between reduction and oxidation
processes as compared to shorter chain TAA+. This is more apparent on Au working disc
electrodes (Figure 4.2) than GC electrodes observing a negative shift in peak position of 0.24
V vs. Li+/Li and a decrease of 35 % in peak current density (Table 4.1). This corresponds to
an enhanced hysteresis of 0.91 V in peak to peak separation (Ipa to Ipc) (150 % increase).
These differences in observed peak current density and hysteresis cannot be entirely
explained by the varying bulk ionic conductivities of the different electrolytes, as they are
fairly similar (TEAOTf 10.8 mS cm−1, TPAOTf 10.3 mS cm−1, TBAOTf 9.2 mS cm−1). This
meaning that the CV shape is not fully explained by IR drop.
Although a loss of reversibility is apparent it does not change the ratio of charged passed
significantly from shorter chained TAA+ to longer TAA+. This suggests the process is still
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formally quasi-reversible but the kinetics is considerably reduced on the Au electrode
surface.
Potential / V vs. Fc+/Fc
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Figure 4.2 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 0.1M TEAOTf, TPAOTf and TBAOTf in MeCN on a Au
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

Table 4.1 Cyclic voltammetric data and rate constant for O 2 reduction from working disc
electrodes in O2 saturated 0.1 M TAAOTf in MeCN at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs-1
Working Electrode

Property

Au

GC

(TEA)

(TPA)

(TBA)

(TEA)

(TPA)

(TBA)

Ipc / mA cm-2

-4.33

-4.43

-3.52

-5.55

-5.31

-4.08

Ipa / mA cm-2

2.85

2.83

1.88

4.18

4.06

3.3

Epc / V vs. [Li+/Li]

2.30

2.25

2.08

2.38

2.35

2.39

Epa / V vs. [Li+/Li]

2.75

2.88

2.99

2.48

2.62

2.75

ΔEp

0.36

0.63

0.91

0.1

0.27

0.36

Charge Ratio (Qa/Qc)

0.90

0.84

0.80

0.88

0.86

0.78

0.73

0.63

0.53

0.61

0.73

0.83

2.51 x 10-4

1.88 x 10-4

9.34 x 10-5

9.14 x 10-4

3.20 x 10-4

2.46 x 10-4

Peak
Current
(Ipa/Ipc)/(mA)

Ratio

Rate Constant (ko)/cm s-1
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O2 reduction on GC is essentially unchanged in peak position but at a decreased peak
current density. This indicates that there are no, voltametrically observable, changes to
the kinetics of this process. However, the change in bulkiness and therefore aliphatic
character of the double layer hinders O2- formation and hence a lesser peak current
density is observed. Upon oxidation the same stepwise increase in hysteresis upon
increasing the alkyl chain length of the supporting salt cation observes the same
features on a Au working disc electrode.
These differences in the formation of O2- may be explained by combining the negligible
influence of formal adsorption on GC and the observation that TEA+ and TPA+ show similar
adsorption characteristics on precious metal surfaces.22 The implication of which is that for
surfaces where adsorption is prevalent, increasing the bulkiness of TAA+, and therefore
aliphatic character of the electrode double-layer decreases the electrokinetics of O2- formation
and oxidation. The increased hysteresis of oxygen reduction at a Au working electrode with
longer chained TAA+ could be explained by the greater adsorption of TAA+. In the case of
TBA+ a film is observed to form on the Au electrode surface, and is identified as TBAO2
(Figure 4.3). This film may be responsible for the partial blocking of the surface and limiting
the rate of O2 reduction. On reduction of O2 on GC, where precipitation of TBAO2 on the
electrode surface is not as prevalent (Figure 4.1), the reduction waves on all three TAA+
CV’s are similar. This indicates that O2 reduction is not hindered on GC. However, the
increased bulkiness of longer chained TAAO2 complexes in solution could explain why on
both GC and Au electrodes there is a similar positive shift peak position O2- oxidation.
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Figure 4.3 Ex situ Raman spectra of deposited film on polycrystalline Au and GC working disc electrode at 23
°C after cycling down to 2.0 V vs Li +/Li in O2 saturated 0.1 M TBAOTf, AN. Each spectrum required 90 s
accumulation time. A TBAO2 film could be identified on the Au disk electrode.
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4.4.1.2.1 Rotating Disc electrode Measurements
The heterogeneous rate constant of these processes were ascertained through rotating
disc electrode (RDE) experiments at the interface of each electrolyte/electrode.
Koutecky-Levich analysis, as explained previously in chapter 3 (Section 3.1.2), on GC
concludes minimal changes to the heterogeneous rate constant for O2 reduction with
increasing size of TAA+ (Table 4.2) (Figure 4.4). On Au the rate constant is
considerably diminished by an order of magnitude with TBA + as a supporting
conductive salt. The limiting currents observed are flat and relatively undisturbed in
shape which indicates that there is only one major electrochemical process occurring
at the interface in all three cases (Figure 4.5).
Table 4.2 Calculated rate constants and R 2 values calculated from the Koutecky – Levich
plots assuming an O2 concentration of 8.1 mM as calculated by O’Laoire et al.4

Au

GC

1/iK (mA-1 cm2)

ik (A cm-2)

Ko (cm s-1)

R2

TBA+

0.0137

0.07 ± 9.98x10-4

9.34x10-5 ± 6.58x10-6

0.9989

TPA+

0.0068

0.15 ± 6.99x10-4

1.88x10-4 ± 4.61x10-6

0.9993

TEA+

0.0051

0.20 ± 2.62x10-4

2.51x10-4 ± 1.78x10-6

0.9996

TBA+

0.0052

0.19 ± 8.06x10-4

2.46x10-4 ± 5.31x10-6

0.9998

TPA+

0.004

0.25 ± 9.47x10-4

3.20x10-4 ± 6.24x10-6

0.9985

TEA+

0.0014

0.71 ± 9.32x10-4

9.14x10-4 ± 6.14x10-6

0.9999

The voltammetry observes a slight curvature <1.5 V vs. Li +/Li upon Au working
electrodes which is possibly due to complications with H2O content (<40 ppm).
Another explanation is non-diffusion limited processes are occurring alongside O2
reduction.
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Figure 4.4 Koutecky-Levich plots for 0.1 M TAA OTf in MeCN with roughened GC and Au working disc
electrodes at 23 °C, scan rate 0.1 Vs-1 at rotation rates between 100 rpm and 3000 rpm.
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Figure 4.5 RDE in O2 saturated 0.1 M TAAOTf in MeCN with a) GC and b) Au working disc electrodes at 23
°C, scan rate 0.1 Vs-1 at rotation rates between 100 rpm and 3000 rpm, as shown in the key.

On GC the shift in peak potential for the limiting current is large between TEAOTf and
TBAOTf. The TEAOTf is the outlying measurement, as relatively little change is seen in the
voltammetry. There is a negative shift in the limiting current of O2 reduction from TBA+ at
2.0 V vs. Li+/Li and 1.5 V vs. Li+/Li. Repetitions of these measurements observed similar
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results that rule out experimental error. Therefore the conclusion is that this is an artefact of
the hysteresis of the process on the Au working electrode similar to that shown using cyclic
voltammetry (Figure 4.2, page 85).
4.4.1.3.1 In situ Surface enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
In situ surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) on a roughened Au working electrode
provides evidence that small changes in alkyl chain length, of the chosen supporting TAA+
cation, changes the species present at the cathodic interface. OCP (3.6 V vs. Li +/Li, Figure
4.6) spectra displays weak signals in the region of 950-1050cm-1 for the νN-C/C-C (TAA+)
stretching vibrations (Table 4.3), apart from small chain TEA+. Therefore before
electrochemical measurements are performed there is only a small presence of longer alkyl
chained TBA+ and TPA+ at the interface. Other spectral features in these spectra correspond
to Raman bands for MeCN (375 cm-1 and 920 cm-1) and OTf- (288 cm-1 and 673 cm-1) (Table
4.3). The presence of active vibrational modes for TAA+ cations, at the interface at 3.6 V vs.
Li+/Li (OCP), is therefore small for longer chain TAA+ cations.
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Figure 4.6 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TAAOTf in MeCN with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs−1 at OCP (3.6 V vs Li+/Li), spectra are shifted arbitrarily along the y axis for clarity

Table 4.3 Raman peak assignment and position from in situ SERS in O2 saturated 0.1 M
TAAOTf in MeCN at 23 °C, 0.1 V s -1 at 2.0 V vs. Li+/Li.
Band Assignment
-

(1) νc-s (OTf )
(2) νC-C≡N (MeCN)
(3) νAu-O2- (O2- (ads))
(4) δs SO3 (OTf- )
(5) νC-C (MeCN)
(6) νN-C TT(TAA)N+
(7) νN-C TG(TAA)N+
(8) νC-C (TAA)N+
(9) νC-C (TAA)N+
(10) νo-o (O2- (ads)))
(11) νS-CF3 (OTf- )
(12) νC-N (CN-)
(13) νC-N (CN-)
(14) νC-N (MeCN)
(15) νs(C-H) (MeCN)
(16) νAS(C-H) (MeCN)

Peak position (cm-1)
TEA+
TPA+
288
374
376
480
483
673
920
919
956
951
997
967
980
1115
1113
1197
1183
2108
2116
2173
2182
2250
2251
2941
2937
2988

TBA+
419
487
674
918
984
1012
1026
1037
1105
1173
2250
2940
2994
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By reducing the potential below OCP by 0.2 V to 3.4 V vs. Li +/Li a clear change in the
presence of the cation (~1000 cm-1) occurs across all three alkyl chain lengths (Figure
4.7). These features are sharper for the shorter chained TAA+ salts and broader for
TBA+. Similar techniques have shown that increasing the pressure of TEA +, in a
diamond anvil cell, changes the Raman signal of TEA+. This confirms the peak at 992
cm-1 to be due to the trans-trans trans-trans (tt.tt) conformation of TAA+.27 This
conformer is typical of TAA+ adsorption in a tripod state, with one alkyl chain
protruding into the double-layer. The signal in this region for longer chain TPA+ and
TBA+ is broadened and dulled comparatively in intensity compared to solvent signal
for TEA+ and the relative position increased in wavenumber displaying a lower
energy, red shifted, C-N stretch (TEA+ 992 cm-1, TPA+ 1012 cm-1, TBA+ 1013 cm-1).
However, this is believed to be due to an equivalent conformer for longer chain TAA +.
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Figure 4.7 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TAAOTf in MeCN with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, 0.1 V s−1 at 3.4 V vs Li+/Li, spectra are shifted arbitrarily along the y axis for clarity
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At this potential the similar signal intensity for both solvent and cation at the interface
suggests at low over potentials there is a balance of solvent and cations at the
interface. If the peak position is analysed for this potential a shift in position is
detected showing a higher energy stretch for TBA+ than TEA+ (Table 4.4). This is due
to the broadness of the TBA+ C-N stretching region masking the other modes of
vibration of TBA+ into one single stretching mode. This is because skeletal νC-C
vibrations along the alkyl ammonium chain are also present in this region.
Although the adsorption of TAA+ is widely accepted in this case, it is complicated by
competing adsorption of both MeCN and adsorbed O2- as shown by the differences in the
ratio of the species present at the surface as alkyl chain length is increased (Table 4.4). This is
in line with the fact that at a given potential the presence of solvent molecules and thus O 2 is
significantly increased when smaller ions such as TEA+ and TPA+ define the position of the
outer Helmholtz plane.23 This is shown in Table 4.4, whereby the peak intensity ratio of O2bands (νO-O and νAu-O ca. 1100 cm-1 and 480 cm-1) has been normalised against the intensity of
νC-C MeCN (ca. 920 cm-1) when the potential is held at 2.0 V vs. Li+/Li as a qualitative
comparison of O2- presence at the surface (the measured spectra observing no change after a
period of 30 minutes Figure 4.8). The full width half maximum (FWHM) of these peaks in
table 4.4 show that by increasing cation size a small decrease is observed. TEA+ and TPA+
are relatively similar at both vibrations for Au-O2- and O-O. However TBA+ is slightly
smaller. This is not an indication of the sharpening of the peaks as the intensities are smaller
and broader. However, this is an indication that the width of the features in all three cases is
relatively the same no matter the overall intensity.
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Table 4.4 Band position and FWHM of O 2- at 2.0 V vs. Li+/Li in various TAA + containing
electrolytes and peak intensity ratio of O 2- bands (ν O-O and νAu-O) normalised vs. intensity of
νC-C MeCN (ca. 920 cm -1).
Wavenumber cm-1

Ratio of O2- / Acetonitrile peak intensity
(ν (O2- )/νC-C (MeCN))

-1

(FWHM cm )
+

TAA
νO-O (O2- )
νAu-O (O2- )

TEA+
1115 (39)
478 (34)

TPA+
1113 (38)
480 (36)

TBA+
1104 (29)
484 (29)

TEA+
3.47
4.71

TPA+
1.65
1.06

TBA+
1.35
1.03

Figure 4.8 In situ SERS in O2 saturated 0.1 M TBA OTf in MeCN with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, scan rate 0.1 Vs-1 showing spectral stability over time holding potential at 2.0 V vs. Li +/Li

This normalised O2- band peak intensity shows a decreasing trend as alkyl chain length
is increased of TAA+. This suggests that the relative presence of O2- has decreased
with longer chain TAA+ and supports complexation of TBA+ and O2-, as seen
previously in the presented cyclic voltammetry (Figure 4.1). Presence of O2- at the
interface appears to be greater with respect to MeCN for TEA+ and TPA+ than TBA+.
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This signifies the greater propensity of TBA+ to adsorb to the surface, which is clearly
shown by the dominance of O2- signals in the TEA+ spectra (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TAAOTf in MeCN with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs−1 at OCP (3.4 V vs Li+/Li), spectra are shifted arbitrarily along the y axis for clarity

The relative exclusion of O2- at the surface is shown in Figure 4.9 at 2.0 V vs. Li+/Li,
as well as by the clear presence of adsorbed O2- with TEA+, which is explained by the
change in adsorption characteristics with longer chained TAA+. In the specific case of
TBA+ the “tt.tt” conformer under negative potentials firstly distorts the three surface
alkyl chains, thus decreasing the Au--N+ distance, which increases the effective
screening of the electrode surface.171 Shorter chain TEA+ shows much more of an
enhancement of the tt.tt. conformer signal, as well as a secondary shoulder peak (956
cm-1) (Figure 4.7) corresponding to the formation of the trans-gauche trans-gauche
(tg.tg) conformer that decreases the Au--N+ distance in this potential region.171
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The conformation of the longer chain TAA+ is probed only by holding the potential at
specific values (Figure 4.10). By holding the potential beyond 2.25 V vs. Li+/Li the
longer chain TBA+ broad signal splits into three notable peaks (Figure 4.9, 1012 cm -1,
1026 cm-1 and 1037 cm-1). The peak at 1012 cm-1 is the “tt.tt”conformation of TBA+,
but more intense due the distorted and therefore restricted alkyl chains. The two other
peaks can be assigned as νc-c (Bu)4N+ from conformational changes occurring beyond
the potential of zero charge (pzc).
The effect of the different cations on O2 at the interface is observed from the changing
peak position of both the υAu-o symmetric stretching and the υo-o symmetric stretching
vibration adsorbed O2-. TAA+ coordinated O2-’s wavenumber decreases with
increasing chain length, which shows that the O-O bond is weaker and therefore has
greater electron density upon the adsorbed superoxide. The consequence of which is
that shorter chain TAA+ moderate the Lewis basicity of O2- coordinated to long chain
TAA+ in solution. Furthermore the band position of the Au-O2-

(ads)

is seen to increase

in wavenumber with larger TAA+ showing that the increased electron density of O2(ads),

supported by long alkyl chain TAA+, results in a stronger interaction with the Au

surface. Therefore shorter alkyl chain TAA+ permits both improved O2 redox kinetics,
and formation of a less nucleophilic O2- species.
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Figure 4.10 In situ SERS in O2 saturated 0.1 M TBA OTf in MeCN with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, scan rate 0.1 Vs-1 showing TBA band splitting of TBA at the surface. Inset displays the voltammetric
points at which spectra were taken.

4.4.1.4 Cation rearrangement
Deng et al174 proposed that under reducing potentials the adsorption of TEA+ and here
longer alkyl chains coincides with a reorientation of the cation at the interface
(Schematic 4.1).174 At the pzc the cation rearranges at the interface to be adsorbed via
two rather than three alkyl chains at the surface, and beyond this via one alkyl chain.
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The constraints on the alkyl chains are therefore removed and therefore the skeletal
alkyl chain vibrations can be observed. Consequently beyond the pzc of TBA +, the
increased steric hindrance may impede the electrokinetics of O2 reduction at the
interface.

Schematic 4.2 Showing the orientation of TBA+ at the gold electrode upon the reduction and oxidation of O 2

The reason for this reorientation is the increased interaction between the negatively
charged surface and positive nitrogen centre of the alkyl ammonium cation. The N-Au
distance decreases with potential until the tetrahedral confirmation of the alkyl
ammonium chains is no longer favourable and rearranges on the surface to a flat
conformation (Figure 4.10). Upon rearrangement the splitting of the νC-N Raman
signals of longer chain alkyl ammonium cations in this region are the detection of
skeletal carbon chains of the cation itself (νc-c).174
4.4.1.5 Solvent reorientation
The solvents reorientation has also been characterised across the potential window of
O2 reduction/oxidation and is depicted in schematic 4.3. The spectrum of MeCN has
two other interesting regions including 2000-2300 cm-1 and 2800-3000 cm-1 (Figure
4.11 and 4.12). The high wavenumber region is looking at the C-H stretching region.
(Figure 4.11) The intense band in this region is due to the symmetric stretch of this
mode. This is present in all spectra as the solvent makes up a key part of the double
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layer however under potential control below 3.4 V vs Li +/Li the appearance of a
shoulder band corresponds to the antisymmetric vibration of the C-H group on the
MeCN molecule.

Schematic 4.3 Showing the orientation of MeCN at a Au electrode upon the reduction and oxidation of O2
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Figure 4.11 In situ SERS of C-H stretching region of MeCN cycled with TBA+ supporting salts, with
roughened Au working disc electrodes at 23 °C, OCP(3.6 V vs. Li+/Li), 0.1 Vs-1
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This is similar to past studies that show under reductive potential control that the
MeCN orientates on the electrode surface from preferentially adsorbing via the nitrile
group to the methyl group using sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG).177
This change in restriction of the methyl essentially aligns itself with the appearance of
the antisymmetric C-H region. When the methyl group is allowed to rotate with MeCN
adsorbed via the nitrile group the antisymmetric stretch is not visible possibly because
of fast rotation or an increase in chemical enhancement from the nanostructured Au
surface. When the methyl is constrained on the surface this restriction makes the
antisymmetric mode observable. However, as standalone evidence this is not
conclusive in this matter.
The second region around 2200 cm-1 is observing the changes in C-N of MeCN
(Figure 4.12). At OCP (3.6 V vs Li+/Li) the region displays characteristic signals for
the nitrile group expected from MeCN adsorbed on the surface. Under potential
control with the shorter chained alkyl ammonium electrolytes the formation of two
more signals in the spectrum that corresponds to CN- groups at the surface. This is due
to degradation of MeCN at catalytically active sites on the surface due to
electrochemical roughening. This feature is found on roughened Pt and Au surfaces.177
The roughening procedure creates highly reactive sites on the metal surfaces. The
degraded solvent forms adsorbed species upon the surface which is assumed no longer
takes place within the reaction. Clusters of CN- on the surface are a possible catalyst
for O2 reduction as discussed in fuel cell electrolytes by Strmcik et al.178
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Figure 4.32 In situ SERS showing influence of potential on CN- stretching region in oxygen saturated 0.1 M
TEAOTf in MeCN cycled within various TAA+ supporting salts, with roughened Au working disc electrodes at
23 °C, OCP(3.6 V vs. Li+/Li), 0.1 Vs-1

Longer chain tetraalkylammonium salts do not observe any spectral features for this
degradation. The adsorption of longer chain alkyl ammonium cations protects the
surface more than TEA+. Adsorption of TBA+ at catalytically active sites due to
electrochemical roughening means no solvent degradation is observed. This may be
advantageous as an electrolyte additive in the protection of surface sites and as active
phase transfer catalysts (PTC) similar to that in organic reactions. This has initially
been studied by Read et al.176 Here they showed an increase in capacity with the
addition of a limited concentration of TBAClO4. Tetraalkylammonium cations act as a
PTC, similar to the action of H2O, on the mechanism of this electrochemical cell.
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4.4.2 Tetraalkylphosphonium Based Electrolytes
4.4.2.1 Voltammetry
Upon Au working disc electrodes on reduction there is a negative shift in peak potential for
O2 in longer alkyl phosphonium chain length electrolytes, but relatively little change in
current density (Figure 4.13). This is similar to alkyl ammonium salts. On oxidation the same
stepwise positive increase in peak potential is observed and a similar decrease in oxidation
peak current density. Comparatively the peak potential is lower than that of GC due to
surface kinetics and adsorption of electrolyte components at the interface. Therefore the
enhanced over potentials applied to observe diffusion limited voltammetry is at or marginally
beyond pzc of TBP+. This may explain why TBP+ shows small changes in in oxidation peak
current density.

Current Density / mA cm-2
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0

-2

0.1M TEPBF4
0.1M TBPBF4
-4
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3.0

3.5

4.0

Potential / V vs. Li+/Li

Figure 4.13 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEPBF4 and TBPBF4 in MeCN on a Au electrode, 23
o

C, 0.1 Vs-1
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On GC minor changes are observed upon reduction or oxidation of O2 in MeCN (Figure
4.14). Increasing the size of the charge centre of the alkyl phosphonium supporting cation
may change the adsorption characteristics and pzc at the interface. In further measurements it
would be ideal to obtain the pzc and voltammetrically expand the window to increasingly
higher reduction potentials to see the effects on the oxidation peak.
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Figure 4.14 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEPBF4 and TBPBF4 in MeCN on a GC electrode, 23
o

C, 0.1 Vs-1
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4.5 Dimethyl Sulfoxide
4.5.1 Tetraalkylammonium Based Electrolytes
4.5.1.1 Voltammetry
Little variation was observed when moving to DMSO based electrolytes with short or long
chained TAA+ on either Au or GC (Figure 4.15 and 4.16). The peak positions and peak
current densities remain relatively constant. Considering the GC electrode, there is no change
in peak position of the reduction of O2 and the peak position is essentially unchanged for
oxidation. There is a small decrease in peak current density.
The peak current density is unchanged; possibly indicating that the decrease observed on GC
is within error. On Au the voltammetry shows the same trend of the larger TAA+ cation
having a larger peak current density than the smaller chained TEA+. The same positive shift
of the oxidative current is displayed in DMSO electrolytes, but is smaller. Looking at the
potential of the processes in this system this is due to the voltammetric parameters not
reaching the pzc of the electrolyte as in MeCN. And therefore the observation of kinetic
changes is not considered. It has been shown that with mixtures of MeCN and DMSO with
small lithium cations that MeCN preferentially solvates the cation.179 In nonaqueous solvents
the long alkyl chains essentially mask the charge centre from interaction with solvent
molecules, making them essentially free ions in solution, a difference is experimentally
obtained. Kwabi et al180 demonstrated that with increased solvation and decoupling of the
interaction between TBA+-O2- and Li+-O2- that the formal potentials of O2 reduction begin to
converge in highly solvating solvents. This is describing the enhanced solubility of the
species and energetics of solvation which is attributed as the same process.
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Figure 4.15 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf and TBAOTf in DMSO on a Au electrode, 23
o

C, 0.1 Vs-1
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Figure 4.16 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf and TBAOTf in DMSO on a GC electrode, 23
o

C, 0.1 Vs-1

4.5.3 In situ SERS
In situ measurements of TEAOTF in DMSO (Figure 4.17) again observe a big enhancement
in the Raman signal of O2- as opposed to TBAOTf (Figure 4.18). The incredible enhanced
signal of υAu-O at 489 cm-1 compared to even MeCN based electrolytes is interesting. This
may suggest a change in the configuration of the O2- molecule at the interface with DMSO or
that the relative concentration of O2- is increasing. Relative to TBA+ there is an increase in
the ratio of the anti-symmetric νc-s of DMSO to νo-o of O2- at the interface as shown in Table
4.5. It also has to be considered that the roughening procedure in these measurements has
been updated and this may be producing a stronger enhancement over previous
measurements. However the same trend is seen with the difference in TEA+ and TBA+
despite this.
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Figure 4.17 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf in DMSO with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs−1 at OCP (3.6 V vs Li+/Li), spectra are shifted arbitrarily along the y axis for clarity

Table 4.5 Band position and FWHM of O 2- at 2.0 V vs. Li+/Li in various TAA +
containing electrolytes and peak intensity ratio of O 2- bands (νO-O and νAu-O) normalised
vs. intensity of νC-C MeCN (ca. 920 cm -1).
Wavenumber cm-1
(FWHM cm-1)

Ratio of O2- / DMSO peak intensity
(ν (O2- )/asνC-S (DMSO))

TAA+

TEA+

TBA+

TEA+

TBA+

νO-O (O2- )
νAu-O (O2- )

1106 (25)
489 (29)

1111 (29)
490 (15)

1.24
0.86

0.72
0.73
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Figure 4.18 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TBAOTf in DMSO with roughened Au working disc electrodes
at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs−1 at OCP (3.4 V vs Li+/Li), spectra are shifted arbitrarily along the y axis for clarity

There is no splitting of the νC-N stretches of TBA+ or TEA+. However a more pronounced
change is visible with TEA+ than TBA+. At 2.5 V vs. Li+/Li there is some splitting of the
bands for C-N stretching of the TAA+ cation. The assignment is made more difficult due to
the νS-O stretch of DMSO in this region. There are 3 modes of this depending on whether
DMSO is a monomer or dimer at the interface. These are detected at 1026 cm -1, 1042 cm-1
and 1056 cm-1.181 Therefore, although splitting occurs, it could be due to the detection of
skeletal vibrations of νc-c on the alkyl chains or due to the dimerization of DMSO at the
interface. Three bands have been observed for DMSO in this region at 1058 cm-1, 1042 cm-1
and 1026 cm−1 attributed to the unassociated monomer and the out-of-phase and in-phase
vibrations of a dimer of DMSO.181
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The signal is at a maximum on reduction at 2.0 V vs. Li/Li+ and diminishes beyond the peak
of oxidation in the voltammetry returning to a similar OCP spectrum. TBA+ shows very
similar characteristics as TEA+, but at a lower intensity O2- signal. It can be seen that at the
interface the Au-O2 stretching frequency at 490 cm-1 does not change upon the increased
alkyl ammonium cation chain length.
The internal Raman stretching frequency of O2- (νo-o) doesn’t increase with alkyl ammonium
cation chain length. This suggests that at the interface no changes in superoxide’s electron
density, and hence Raman frequency, in using either TEA+ or TBA+ in DMSO. However, the
internal bond is changing slightly but within experimental error. The TBA+ supported O2Raman frequency for νo-o is becoming higher in energy in this solvent as opposed to lower in
energy with MeCN. This may be due to how the O2- is being solvated causing a change in
this interaction. If in DMSO the cation is essentially a free ion that does not interact with
DMSO it may change the influence on the Lewis basicity of O2-. The FWHM in this instance
is much more revealing that with MeCN based electrolytes. Table 4.6 shows that the internal
νO-O (O2-) relatively stays the same in terms of peak width but visually is a lot sharper. The
FWHM for the νAu-O (O2-) is a lot sharper and therefore decreases significantly compared to
the TBA+ peak FWHM.
From this data there is also some significance in the absence of TBA+ at the interface, or
rearrangement at the interface. Either the pzc is much lower in potential and so has not been
reached and the same observation of enhanced signal intensity and splitting is not seen or
there is not as much presence of the cation at the interface over the solvent. Further
investigation is necessary to understand the differences in double layer composition in both
cases.
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4.6 Raman Control Measurements in 18O2 in Acetonitrile Electrolytes
Initial isotopically labelled O2 measurements have been carried out in MeCN based alkyl
ammonium electrolytes to ensure that the signals detected by in situ SERS measurements are
due to O2 related species. The use of labelled O2 has been utilised in gas phase measurements
before but not to our knowledge in conjunction with non-aqueous electrochemistry.182-184 Gas
phase measurements observed a shift of around 50 cm-1 when using

18

O2 which is

theoretically viable as shown in our own calculations in table 4.6.182

Table 4.7 showing observed, calculated and literature values for the Raman
Vibrational modes of superoxide(s)
16

-

O2

16

O2-:18O2-

18

O2-

Au-16O2Au-18O2-

Observed (cm-1)
1115

Calculated (cm-1)
-

Literature
110984, 1115122, 1094
1094182, 1064182, 1033182

1097

991

1033182

480
473

436

486
-

4.6.1 Calculated Raman Vibrational Modes
A simple ratio of the reduced mass of the different isotopic analogues was used to deduce the
values for 18O2.
The reduced mass in a diatomic molecule is known to be the product of the mass of each
atom over the addition of the masses as in equation 4.1.
m1m2

μ = (m1+m2)

(4.1)

Taking 18O2 and 16O2 as examples the reduced mass is as follows:
18∗18

μ = (18+18) = 9
16∗16

μ = (16+1) = 8
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Therefore the ratio of masses between the two is 8/9 or 0.88.
It was concluded that therefore 18O2 spectral features will appear at 0.88 of that of 16O2.
i.e. 1115 cm-1 * 0.88 = 991 cm-1
This is a simple model that does not take into account the adsorption of interaction of Au on
the vibrational position of O24.6.2 In Situ SERS of 18O2 enriched MeCN/TEAOTf electrolytes
The observed peaks can be seen in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 showing a noticeable lower
frequency shift in the O2- band but not as much as calculated or observed in an argon
matrix.182 The absence of any particular shift in the Au-O2 is interesting as well. Although
dependent on the adsorption characteristics may be explained by the simple model used of a
two body rotor. However, further calculations and modelling are needed to ensure the
conformation of O2- is correct in order to apply a more complex model encompassing the
interface. For example how many Au atoms are interacting with O2- will make a difference to
the model chosen for this calculation. This might explain the lack of significant change in O2bands moving from 16O2- to 18O2-.
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Figure 4.49 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf in MeCN with 18O2 and 16O2 on a roughened Au
working disc electrode at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs−1 at OCP (2.0 V vs Li+/Li), spectra are shifted arbitrarily along the y
axis for clarity
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The use of a 50:50 mix of 18O2:16O2 a clear stepwise shift in O2- peak position is observed. By
fitting the peak position to singular peaks for the pure gases and two peaks as a mix the
mixed gas fitting peaks coincide with the respective pure gas peaks. However, it is noted that
the mixed gas measurement may be fitted to include 3 peaks as the feature is broad which is
ambiguous at this time.
Au-O
(O

2 (ads)

O-O

(O2-(ads))

)

18

O2

50:50 16O2:18O2
16

A.U.

O2

400

450
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1050

1100

1150

1200

Raman Shift / cm-1

Figure 4.20 In situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf in MeCN with 18O2, 50:50 18O2:16O2 and 16O2 on a
roughened Au working disc electrode at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs−1 at OCP (2.0 V vs Li+/Li), spectra are shifted arbitrarily
along the y axis for clarity

The evidence here suggests changing the atomic mass of O2 does shift spectral features
assigned to O2-. However, the complication of O2- adsorption at the interface at present is the
reason as to the lack of shift relative to calculated values. The symmetric diatomic rotor
model used in these calculations is not sufficient therefore to understand this shift. The ideal
model would need to be calculated based on computational modelling of the adsorbed species
and then further adjusted to calculate Raman spectral features for each isotopic mixture.
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4.7 Further work and Conclusions
In situ SERS experiments utilising small chain TAA+ based electrolytes detect prominent
spectral features assigned to superoxide at ~480 cm-1 and ~1110 cm-1 upon O2 reduction in
MeCN. Broad spectral features, initially assigned to νC-N vibrations around ~1000cm-1,
increase in intensity and split under reductive potential control forming 3 peaks at 984 cm-1,
1012 cm-1 and 1026 cm-1 for TBA+. This is assigned to the detection of skeletal alkyl chain
vibrations of C-C bonds due to the rearrangement of larger TAA+ cations, which due to the
intensity, masks superoxide features in the spectra in MeCN based electrolytes. As
tetraalkylammonium salts are commonly used as supporting electrolyte salts it is important to
understand the role of the supporting conductive cation and anion at the interface in
nonaqueous solutions.
It has been demonstrated that the length of the supporting salt cation chain changes the
Raman shift of the superoxide spectral bands which indicates changes in the Lewis
basicity of TAA+ coordinated O2- in solution. The double bond between the O2- is
hence lengthened and enhances the Lewis basicity of the shorter chained alkyl
ammonium cations in solution. Subsequently this may cause more solvent degradation
in solution over time in MeCN. This is also important when considering the
appearance of surface bands for CN- at the interface with shorter chained alkyl
ammonium cations. The reduction of MeCN at the interface at catalytically reactive
sites, produced through the roughening procedure, shows that the TBA+ can protect
the surface from degradation if used as an electrolyte additive.
By changing the supporting salt cation centre from nitrogen to phosphorus a similar
increase in voltammetric hysteresis of the oxygen reduction process is observed in
MeCN. Formal RDE studies are needed to ascertain if any kinetic changes occur along
with conclusive in situ SERS data of the rearrangement of alkyl ammonium and
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phosphonium cations at the interface. Similar DMSO based electrolytes have observed
no change in voltammetry upon changing length of alkyl chain or cation centre. This
means that solvent properties can effect the presence of the cation at the interface for
DMSO based electrolytes. A reduced presence may mean that the cation reorientation
under potential control does not occur. Further studies of the solvation structure of
TAA+ in DMSO based electrolytes is needed to ascertain a full understanding of these
observations. It is noted the importance of the supporting cation and most likely anion
choice for nonaqueous work. This should be carefully selected and its interfacial
effects assessed before the study of unknown systems is attempted.
It has also been demonstrated that the Raman spectral features assigned to superoxide
shift when using isotopically labelled O2. However the oversimplification of the model
means the calculated Raman shift is larger than that observed in gaseous
measurements. Therefore further work needs to be carried out on the orientation of
adsorption of superoxide in these solvents to ascertain a more viable model to base
calculations on.
Further work needs to be carried out on the nature of phase transfer catalysts (PTC) in
this area. There is a need to ascertain if this is a viable additive for the protection of
the surface and transport of O2- from the interface and into solution. With the
characterisation of these solvents the mechanism of other additives such as acidic
proton sources, halides, and H2O can also be addressed in the absence of alkali metal
cations to fully understand the structures formed to better assess their effects on M-O2
mechanisms.
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5
Sodium Dioxygen Electrochemistry
SODIUM DIOXYGEN ELECTROCHEMISTRY
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“Fairy tales do not tell children the dragons
exist. Children already know that dragons exist.
Fairy tales tell children the dragons can be
beaten.”
~G.K. Chesterton
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Despite promising early reports of multiple cycling with low discharge/charge voltage
hysteresis, Na-O2 cell chemistry has posed new challenges compared to Li-O2 cells.21,
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Although research has focused on mainly Na-O2 cells with a carbon cathode99, 186, using a
triflate-ether based solvent113, 187, 188, relatively little research has been conducted on the role
of solvent within this system.188, 189 Presented here is a study of the electrochemistry and in
situ SERS of Na-O2 using amide, ether, nitrile and sulfoxide based electrolytes.
The control of the extent of ion-pair interactions between O2- and M+ (Li+, Na+, K+, and Cs+)
in solution is an emerging factor in the design of M-O2 battery electrolytes.70, 72, 94, 113, 114 In a
controlled, low H2O environment, the solvent structure is disturbed only by cations and
anions.161 The rearrangement of the solvent to accommodate the addition of a charged species
to the solution results in a solvation structure. This is modelled on 1st order and 2nd order
solvation shells. 161 This arrangement, whereby electronegative atoms within aprotic solvents
align toward or away from the charged species is an influencing factor in the Lewis acidity of
the charged species. By controlling the Lewis acidity of the alkali metal cation can prolong
the lifetime of O2- species allowing diffusion away from the surface. Subsequent precipitation
occurs at nucleation sites on the electrode surface. The work presented here finds that solvent
can influence the reversibility and final discharge product of the solvent at a Au electrode
interface. The in situ SERS data supports this data and shows differing discharge products.
Subsequent mechanisms will be proposed based on this data.
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5.2 RESULTS
Gutmann Donor Number Measurements
An important comparative measure in this chapter is the Gutmann donor number (G.D.N)
which is a qualitative comparison of G.D.N, a quantitative measure of Lewis basicity, against
NMR shift of a reference nucleus. Commonly

23

Na is used as a standard nucleus for these

measurements.
The ClO4- analogues of Na salts were used in these measurements. These were used at a
concentration of 0.2 M NaClO4 and a sealed 3 M NaCl standard within the NMR tube as a
reference. Care was taken as H2O preferentially solvates alkali metal cations, due to its high
polarity in small quantities.161 Donor number and 23Na NMR peak shift for correlated data in
Figure. 5.1.
The data presented here in figure 5.1 and table 5.1 shows correlative data enabling the
estimation of G.D.N. of uncommon solvents. A higher positive shift value corresponds to
higher G.D.N. This is because the introduction of a cation into a solvent disturbs the solvation
structure.161 The solvent molecules rearrange into first and second order shells. This
arrangement is understood for aqueous systems, but not for non-aqueous systems. This
orientation of solvent molecules within the first two shells, being what influences the shift of
the

23

Na NMR peak within spectra observed. This is dependent on tilt angle and how

electronegative atoms within nonaqueous solvent molecule arrange around a cation. For
example MeCN based systems have a first order shell that tilts the nitrogen atom towards the
cation but within the 2nd shell the carbon is pointing towards the cation.161 This is in
contradiction to aqueous systems whereby the oxygen (or electronegative atom) is what tilts
towards the cation centre of both shells.161
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The measurements of the solvents here show similar values to that shown in the literature.63,
94

This can be reliably used to characterise the solvation properties of these solvents and will

be referred to within this chapter as a reference of comparison when discussing the effects of
changing electrolyte solvent on M-O2 electrochemistry.
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Table 5.1 Gutmann Donor Number of Solvents Utilised in Thesis
Solvent
Water
PC
N,N-DMA
Ammonium
DMSO
Ethanol
DEGDME

23

Donor Number (kJ/mol)
18
15.1
27.8
59
29.8
17.1
18

10

Na NMR Peak shift (ppm)
0
9.5
3.91
-13.1
0.46
6.7
7.2

PC
Acetone

NMR Shift / ppm

8
6

MeCN

DEGDME
Ethanol
DMA

4

Pyridine

2

Water

0

DMSO

-2
-4
10

15

20

25

30

35

Donor Number

Figure 5.1 23Na NMR correlated to Gutmann donor number for various non-aqueous solvents and water in 0.2
M NaClO4 internally referenced against 2 M NaCl
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5.2.1 DIMETHYLSULFOXIDE BASED ELECTROLYTES
5.2.1 Electrochemistry
The CV of 0.1 M TEAOTf and 0.1 M NaOTf in DMSO on GC shows that the beginning of
reduction of O2 shifts negatively in potential by ~0.1 V vs. Na/Na+. Quasi reversibility of O2formation and oxidation is maintained whether conductively supported by TEA+ or Na+
which is shown by the similar shaped voltammograms in figure 5.2. Quantitative analysis
from table 5.2 and 5.3 reveals a small change in peak position, a 12 mV increase in hysteresis
from 0.1 M TEAOTF to 0.1 M NaOTf, and a decrease of 1 % of the charge ratio (Qa/Qc).
This is also maintained upon a Au working electrode and establishes similar voltammetric
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features in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2 Cyclic voltammogram of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf and 0.1 M NaOTf in DMSO on a GC disk
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1
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Figure 5.3 Cyclic voltammogram of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf and 0.1 M NaOTf in DMSO on a Au
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

Table 5.5 Cyclic Voltammetric Data from GC Working Disc Electrodes in Oxygen saturated 0.1 M TEA
OTf in various solvents at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs -1

DMSO
DMA
DEGDME
MeCN

Ipc
/mA cm-2

Ipa
/mA cm-2

Epc
Vs.
[Na+/Na]/V

Epa
Vs.
[Na+/Na]/V

ΔEp

-0.49
-2.7
-0.88
-3.37

0.35
2.27
0.51
1.93

2.41
2.13
2.16
1.66

2.73
2.32
2.58
2.53

0.32
0.19
0.42
0.9

Charge
Ratio
(Qa/Qc)
0.71
0.79
0.72
0.65

Peak Current
Ratio (Ipa/Ipc)
0.71
0.84
0.58
0.57

Table 5.6 Cyclic Voltammetric Data from Au Working Disc Electrodes in Oxygen saturated 0.1 M Na
OTf in various solvents at 23 OC, 0.1 Vs-1

DMSO
DMA
DEGDME
MeCN

Ipc
/mA cm-2

Ipa
/mA cm-2

Epc
Vs.
+
[Na /Na]/V

Epa
Vs.
+
[Na /Na]/V

ΔEp

-0.56
-1.38
-0.57
-0.48

0.3
-

2.22
2.147
1.97
2.32

2.66
-

0.44
-

Charge
Ratio
(Qa/Qc)
0.70
-

Peak Current
Ratio (Ipa/Ipc)
0.53
-
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Differences between the two surfaces include a lesser change in the ratio of charge Qa/Qc
from 75 % to 71 %. The additional formation of a secondary reduction peak response on Au,
which is broader on GC, is most likely due to a secondary process. At present the author is
not aware of any spectroscopic characterisation of this process in non-aqueous solvents.
However, a possible cause is the formation of a peroxide anion (O22-). However, evidence of
a peroxide reaction proposed by Lodge et al190 shows the potential is much lower than the
peak here (1.0 V vs. Li+/Li+ or 0.7 V vs. Na+/Na). Other suggestions might include a
secondary process due to water impurities, which would be indicated by a peak at 3.5 V vs.
Na+/Na.191, 192 However, the absence of this peak means if this secondary process is due to
water impurities it is below electrochemically detectable limits on the oxidation process or
this species chemically reacts and so it is not electrooxidised. There is still ambiguity in the
literature about the exact process that is occurring at 2.0 V vs. Na+/Na in figure 5.2 and 5.3.
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5.2.2

SERS Analysis

Superoxide bands present in the spectra correspond to a free ion pair [Na+--O2-], similar to
that of TEAO2, at 1110 cm-1 122 and at more negative potentials 1156 cm-1(Figure 5.4).187 This
band is in agreement with current literature values for solid crystalline NaO2. Corroborative
evidence of two O2- species is found by voltammetrically cycling this electrolyte in figure
5.5. The observation of an increasing secondary reduction feature and decreasing oxidation
current density unveils a secondary oxidation feature at 2.75 V vs. Na+/Na. As the initial peak
corresponds to similar potentials as TEAO2 chemistry and the initial cycle it is indicative that
the ion pair [Na+--O2-] is initially oxidised and precipitate NaO2 clusters oxidised at a higher
overpotential.
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Figure 5.4 In situ SERS spectra at varying potentials in 0.1 M NaOTf in DMSO on a roughened Au electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1, OCV is 2.9 V vs. Na/Na+.

An increase in surface adsorption on the Au electrode surface, compared to GC, maybe a
cause of the changes in the ratio of peak/peak current density on Au electrode surfaces. It has
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recently been shown by Qiao et al193 that on GC surfaces more soluble LiO2 is produced and
may stabilise its formation. It has also been extensively shown that DMSO induces a solution
based mechanism.94,

194, 195

If DMSO solvates Na+ cations similarly to Li+ cations the

decreased Lewis acidity of Na+ will induce an enhanced solution based mechanism. This is
the reason for the maintained quasi reversibility. The nature of the ion pair that is formed in
this instance is still to be ascertained. It is assumed that the enthalpy of formation of a contact
ion pair is greater than the free energy required to remove a DMSO molecule from the
solvation shell of Na+. However this is also possibly the case due to initial electrochemical
quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) data presented suggesting co deposition of DMSO at
the interface along with LiO2. Therefore in this system it is possible that DMSO or DMSO
decomposition products deposit on the electrode surface as part of the solvation and
dissolution of NaO2 from the electrode surface.
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Figure 5.5 Voltammetric cycling of O2 saturated in 0.1 M NaOTf in DMSO on a) Au and b) GC electrode, 23
o

C, 0.1 Vs-1 over 20 cycles.
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Another possible complication is whether OTf- anions are included in the solvation shell. The
appearance of bands at 744 cm-1, 1030 cm-1 may indicate the free anion and paired anion at
the interface as in figure 5.6.196-199 Burke et al95 stated that if the G.D.N. of the solvent is
lower than that of the G.D.N. of the anion95, or the entropy of formation of a contact ion pair
is greater than the enthalpy of ion association, it will displace a solvent molecule within the
closed sheath. Other factors include the dielectric constant of the medium. 179 This is high for
DMSO (ε = 47) which means that ion pairs are not expected at this concentration within this
electrolyte. The intense increase and broadening suggests that free OTf- ions are only
detected when at higher concentrations which also observes the νCF3 at 750 cm-1. This may
affect the interface and should be considered in future work.
Under negative potential control this evidence does seem unlikely. However, spectral features
of decomposition products of DMSO are not detected including dimethylsulfone.200 This may
explain why Li-O2 data has been shown to increase the capacity when utilising LiOTf as a
conductive salt.201 The enhanced donicity due to the inclusion of OTf- within the solvation
shell increasing the occurrence of a solution based mechanism similar to that found by Burke
et al95 in increasing G.D.N. of electrolytes with TFSI- and NO3- anions.
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Figure 5.6 Raman Spectra comparing different concentrations of NaOTf in DMSO against our in situ SERS
Measurements
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5.2.3 Discussion
Highly solvating DMSO lessens the Lewis acidity of Na+ maintaining quasi-reversible
electrochemistry similar to that of TAA+ voltammetry. In this system only a free O2- ion pair
and solid crystalline NaO2 are detected as discharge products from in situ measurements. This
is initially only free ions and at high overpotentials solid crystalline NaO2. At low
concentrations of H2O (<20 ppm) it can be said that only the mechanism is as follows:
O2(sol)  O2(surface) + e- O2-(surface)

(5.1)

(DMSO4)Na+ + O2-  (DMSO4)NaO2 (sol)  NaO2 ppt

(5.2)

The suitability of DMSO for a practical electrolyte solvent comes into question due to
experimental evidence suggesting it’s instability towards both anode and cathode
components.195, 202 However, no evidence supporting this has been found suggesting that the
cause of DMSO degradation is in fact the formation of the hydroperoxy radical anion and not
superoxide itself or NaxOy.
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DIMETHYLACETAMIDE ELECTROLYTES
5.5.1 Electrochemistry
In decreasing the G.D.N of the solvent to 26 and dielectric constant to 36.7, DMA electrolytes show a
stark difference between 0 mM and 100 mM NaOTf (Figure 5.7 and 5.8). In this electrolyte quasireversibility is not maintained as in DMSO. 100 mM NaOTF DMA electrolyte voltammetry displays
a decreased peak current density on reduction and a positively shifted potential doublet upon
oxidation (2.64 V and 2.81 V vs. Na+/Na). The reduction peak decreasing in current density by a
factor of 2 from -2.7 mA cm-2 to -1.38 mA cm-2 (Table 5.4). The unchanging shift is concluded to be a
similar reduction process forming a [Na+--O2-] interaction but with enhanced surface passivation at
1.8 V vs. Na+/Na. Due to the slight decrease in Lewis acidity, and subsequent decrease in the
favourability of the interaction between the Na+ and O2-, it suggests a lesser solubility of NaO2 and
therefore enhanced tendency for precipitation on the surface. This is further discussed in subsequent
sections including a Na+ concentration study.
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Figure 5.7 Cyclic voltammogram of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf and 0.1 M NaOTf in DMA on a GC electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1
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Figure 5.8 Cyclic voltammogram of O2 saturated 0.1 M TEAOTf and 0.1 M NaOTf in DMA on a Au electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

Table 5.4 Cyclic Voltammetric Data from Au Working Disc Electrodes in Oxygen saturated
0.1 M Na OTf in DMA solvent at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs-1
[Na+]
(DMA)
0
1
2
5
10
100

Ipc
/mA cm-2
-2.72
-2.35
-2.29
-2.45
-2.0
-1.62

Ipa
/mA cm-2
2.26
1.51
1.47
0.91
0.55
0.33

Epc
Vs.
[Na+/Na]/V
2.12
2.11
2.13
2.13
2.15
2.14

Epa
Vs.
[Na+/Na]/V
2.32
2.31
2.30
2.51
2.55
2.63

ΔEp
0.2
0.2
0.17
0.38
0.4
0.49

Peak Current
Ratio (Ipa/Ipc)
0.83
0.64
0.66
0.37
0.275
0.20
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5.2 Electrochemical Concentration Study of 1-100 mM NaOTf in 0.1 M TEAOTf
Although small concentrations of [Na+] have little effect on the hysteresis of the oxidation
and reduction peaks in DMSO it varies greatly in DMA (Figure 5.9). Up to 2 mM NaOTf the
quasi reversibility is essentially maintained. This is supported by a similar small decrease in
reduction peak current and to a greater decrease in oxidation current. Above 5 mM [Na+]
there is a gradual increase in peak to peak separation for the peaks characterised as “free” O2ions. The oxidation peak current density is diminished and positively shifted as a secondary
oxidation peak grows at higher potentials. This shows that on charge there is little free O2above 10 mM [Na+]. However, looking at the potential at this position this may be more in
line with the secondary peak shown on cycling with DMSO electrolytes due to crystalline
solid NaO2. This diminished and positively shifted peak being caused by the oxidation of
NaO2 precipitated out on the surface. Other oxidation features are not in line with
characterisation via SERS (Section 5.3.3) which concludes that there is only NaO2 as a
discharge product.
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Figure 5.9 Voltammetric Concentration study of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and varying concentrations of
NaOTf in DMA on a Au electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

This means the voltammetric feature observed is due to degradation of the solvent or Na2O2.
The stability of amides as an M-O2 electrolyte solvent is questionable due to conflicting
reports in the literature. Reports suggest enhanced stability of the anode with given salt:
solvent combinations (LiNO3).83, 96, 97, 203, 204 No such evidence is currently presented in the
literature for the use of amide based solvents in Na-O2 cells. This is due to the insolubility of
NaNO3 in organic solvents.
Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements are needed to ascertain the
solvent stability towards the reduced oxygen products of this battery as this is not conclusive
from Raman experiments. As a basic experiment Na2O2 and Na2O have been added to fresh
electrolyte and the Raman spectrum examined for additional products. Although
inconclusive, due to a lack of NaO2, it does show the stability of DMA toward Na2O2 but
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some degradation with Na2O. Sodium acetate (NaOAc) has a raman feature at 1081cm-1 and
the corresponding Na2O and Na2O2 saturated electrolytes have features at 1091cm-1. This is a
positive shift in wavenumber but is most probably due to the degradation of the solvent
forming this product under conditions. Na2CO3 spectral features do no match any
experimental features and means that it is not formed in the presence of Na2O or Na2O2.
However the broad feature at 2200 cm-1 is in the C-N or N-O region suggesting oxidative
cleavage of the solvent in the presence of Na2O as suggested by Sharon et al.82 Further
studies are necessary to understand the degradation mechanism of this solvent but it is
assumed similar to Li-O2 when NaO2 or Na2O2 are formed they can attack the carbonyl of
DMA under a similar mechanism .82 Nucleophilic attack of superoxide and possibly MO2 at
the C carbon of the carbonyl group opens the ring and subsequently reacts with alkali metal
cation losing ½ O2 forming lithium alkoxycarbonate (RO2CO2Li) and subsequently lithium
dicarbonate (Li2CO3). Oxidative decomposition reactions of this initial radical with O2 form
CO2, H2O, lithium formate (CHLiO2) and acetate (LiOAc).84
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Figure 5.10 Raman spectra of Na2O2 and Na2O in DMA corresponding to powder standards

5.5.3

SERS Analysis of O2 saturated 0.1 M NaOTf in DMA

The supporting in situ SERS concludes that a lone discharge product of NaO2 is formed,
which is not supported by the electrochemistry’s complex charging characteristics, with
peaks arising at 2.64 V vs. Na+/Na and 2.81 V vs. Na/Na+ (Figure 5.11). However,
conclusively there is a shift from the initial formation of a band arising from the superoxide
ion pair formation at around 1100 cm-1 and a clear shift at lower discharge potentials to a
NaO2 signal although this is shifted to a slightly higher wavenumber than the standardised
Raman spectrum of NaO2. This may be due to a small water impurity (<20 ppm), blue shifting

the NaO2 Raman spectral feature. Although the absence of any additional features for the
hydroperoxy anion (HO2) or H2O2 at this level of water content suggests a small effect or no
surface present species. The other feature that is shown to grow upon reducing the potential
to 2.0 V vs. Na+/Na in this case is band at 1050 cm-1.
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Figure 5.11 In situ SERS spectra at varying potentials in 0.1 M NaOTf in DMA on a roughened Au electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1, OCV is 2.9 V vs. Na/Na+

This is most likely due to the OTf- anion υCF3 symmetric stretch which is enhanced at the
interface in these electrolytes as the likelihood of ion pair formation between anion a cation
for the OTf- is a lot greater than that of a smaller coupled anion such as ClO4- and PF6-. More
investigation is needed to ascertain what is happening on charge however at present it is
presumed they are due to NaO2 and [Na+--O2-] species. The only other conclusion would be
that solvent degradation may be chemically producing a secondary discharge product
undetected by SERS under reduction potential control.
The only evidence of changes to the solvent spectral features in these spectra is the splitting
of the spectral feature corresponding to the νN-C + νC-C at 865 cm-1 in figure 5.11. This may be due
to solvent rearrangement at the surface unveiling skeletal vibrations that are not Raman active
at OCP or electroreduction of the solvent. However, these peaks are not present under argon
saturated measurements (Figure 5.12) indicating this splitting is due to the presence of O2 or
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NaxOy species. The spectra under argon also show little evidence here of any ion pairing
interaction at the interface under argon as in DMSO based electrolytes.
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Figure 5.12 In situ SERS of argon saturated 0.1 M NaOTf in DMA

5.5.4

Discussion of DMA Electrolyte Results

The main discharge product of DMA based Na-O2 electrolytes is NaO2. The donicity and
solvation of NaO2 is not sufficient enough to maintain quasi-reversible electrochemistry and
evidence of surface passivation is detected. Upon surface passivation and subsequent
oxidation scan detects two oxidation peaks positively shifted above the superoxide ion pair
interaction. The initial oxidation peak is in fact at similar potentials to that revealed on
cycling in DMSO based Na-O2 electrolytes which indicate the possible precipitation of NaO2
on the surface. Without any detection of other discharge products including degradation
products it is difficult to ascertain what the secondary oxidation peak is. There is evidence in
the presence of Na2O of the formation of an N-O or C-N band. Possibly this is attack of the
amide group on DMA.
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5.6 MECN BASED ELECTROLYTES
5.6.1 Electrochemical Analysis

Upon discharge, as solvent G.D.N decreases to 14, there is a further decrease in observed
peak current density (Figure 5.13 and 5.14). This demonstrates controlling the Lewis acidity
of the cation is of more importance than solubility of alkali metal superoxide. The acceptor
number (G.A.N) of a solvent, similar for MeCN and DMSO (18.9 and 19.3), does not
increase discharge capacity. However, if H2O is present with a high A.N., ~50, the discharge
capacity may be enhanced for the initial cycle.72 This is an indication that hydrogen bonding
or acidic proton interactions may preferentially solvate superoxide and diffuse away from the
surface as opposed to electrode passivation upon forming NaxOy precipitates.
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Figure 5.13 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and 100 mM NaOTf in DMA on an GC
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1
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Figure 5.14 Cyclic Voltammetry of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and 100 mM NaOTf in MeCN Au electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

5.6.2 Electrochemical Concentration Study of 1-100 mM NaOTf in 0.1 M TEAOTf

For MeCN the decrease in reductive peak current density is 84 % which shows almost total
passivation of the electrode surface upon reduction on an Au electrode (Figure 5.13 and table
5.6). A comparison of 0 mM and 100 mM NaOTF observes little oxidation characteristics
and those seen are broad and complex (Figure 5.15). This shows the steady increase in
surface passivation on the increase in [Na+]. On charge this change reduces the oxidation of
free O2- to 0.14 mA cm-2, or by 96 % of the TEA+ current density, with little observation of
additional oxidation currents. The charging characteristics are similar to that of 100 mM
[Na+] where very little peak current is observed. Therefore this system would have an
enhanced charging overpotential.
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Figure 5.15 a) Voltammetric Concentration study of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and varying concentrations
of NaOTf 0 mM, 1 mM, 2 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 100 mM. NaOTf in MeCN on an Au electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1,

Table 5.5 Cyclic Voltammetric Data from Au Working Disc Electrodes in Oxygen saturated
0.1 M Na OTf in MeCN at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs -1
[Na+]
(MeCN
)
0
1
2
5
10
100

Ipc
/mA cm-2

Ipa
/mA cm-2

Epc
Vs.
[Na+/Na]/V

Epa
Vs.
[Na+/Na]/V

ΔEp

Peak Current
Ratio (Ipa/Ipc)

-4.98
-5.39
-3.79
-3.31
-3.28
-0.49

3.2
2.67
1.19
1.19
0.14

2.14
2.19
2.12
2.12
2.04
2.31

2.38
2.38
2.37
2.37
2.32

0.23
0.19
0.25
0.25
0.28

0.64
0.61
0.47
0.359
0.43

5.6.3 SERS Analysis of O2 enriched 0.1 M NaOTf in MeCN

This passivation of the surface is spectroscopically revealed to be the formation of a Na2O2
species at the interface which, electrically insulating causes the electrochemical process to
cease (Figure 5.16). The initial formation of free ion pair superoxide [Na--O2] species is
weakly detected at the interface in this case. The absences of any definitive feature for NaO2
in this electrolyte indicates this species is either short lived or no part of the mechanism. The
absence of this suggests that in this case the initial formation of the free ion superoxide
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remains at the surface long enough to receive another electron which then forms peroxide in
the presence of an additional Na+.
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Figure 5.16 In situ SERS spectra at varying potentials in 0.1 M NaOTf in MeCN on a roughened Au electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

Spectral features assigned to peroxide are blue Raman shifted from comparison of Na2O2
powder measurements. A decrease in wavenumber could correspond to an O2 rich Na2O2
species. It could also be a surface effect, including strain, or anion effect within this
electrolyte. However, although solution based measurements detect OTf- anion pairing within
0.1 M and 1 M MeCN electrolytes there is little evidence of such an effect at the interface
within these spectra (Figure 5.16). The weak anion pairing interaction with Na+ suggests
MeCN is solvating Na+ in the absence of anions within the solvation shell. Therefore the poor
solvation of Na+ in this electrolyte causes an increase in Lewis acidity of Na+. The drop in
ionic association and hence D.N. of the electrolyte changes the growth mechanism.
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The shifted peroxide doublet was repeatedly observed for these electrolytes, but the analysis
and explanation is still unclear. The absence of anion pairing at the interface may be a factor
as to why Na2O2 is preferentially formed. In the absence of the anion within the solvation
shell or present at the interface perhaps local solubility of superoxide is decreased and
therefore peroxide is formed. This may also be a particle size effect. The decreased solubility
of NaO2 in this electrolyte increasing particle growth size which becomes thermodynamically
unstable and forms the peroxide product as previously calculated by Lee et al for Na-O2.205 99
5.6.3.1 Sodium peroxide Raman ambiguity

By systematically changing different components of MeCN based electrolytes confirmation is
gained that these features are from peroxide species. Firstly by removing the O2 and purging
through the electrolyte with Ar observes no similar features as found in the O2 saturated
measurements (Figure 5.17). The only feature within this region is due to the OTF-anion band
for νCF3. This peak is present within the baseline and does not increase or change under
negative potentials. Therefore it can be concluded the species formed at the interface is
generation O2 containing species upon reduction, i.e. Na2O2.
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Figure 5.17 in situ SERS of Ar saturated 0.1 M NaOTF on a roughened Au electrode, 0.1 Vs -1, 23 °C

In changing the anion from OTf- to ClO4- where it is known to have no spectral features
within the region of interest it is again observed that this feature arises within the SERS
spectrum (Figure 5.18). This is at an enhanced H2O content of 50 ppm showing the formation
of H2O2 at 860cm-1, free superoxide 1108 cm-1 and hydrated peroxide species at 1136 cm-1.
This unfortunately still doesn’t conclusively prove why the shift is downfield.
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Figure 5.18 in situ SERS of O2 saturated 0.1 M NaOTF on a roughened Au electrode, 0.1 Vs-1

Conclusive proof that this is due to peroxide would be found in using

18

O2. A blue Raman

shift in these peaks from will ascertain these are due to Na2O2. Other causes of this shift may
be due to the presence of the anions adjusting or affecting the structure of the peroxide
adsorbed on the surface. This in turn would affect the peak position of the detected Na2O2
species at the interface. Other factors that may induce peak shift is a strain or compression of
the structure at the interface. The increased strain produces a similar effect in the spectrum by
distorting the bonding within the molecule producing a shift in the peak positions. Conclusive
evidence to support any theory is yet to be ascertained.
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5.6.4 Conclusions
The constituent components of the electrolyte of the Na-O2 dioxygen electrochemistry affect
the reversibility and final discharge product of the reaction. MeCN electrolytes with low
solvation of Na+ and low ionic association observe only Na2O2 and an absence of NaO2. This
leads to a surface based mechanism for Na-O2 (Schematic 5.1). In highly solvating
electrolytes, such as DMSO, ion pair formation dominates and a solution based mechanism
presides (Schematic 5.1). The two mechanism have different final discharge products i.e
highly solvating electrolytes lead to NaO2 and poorly solvating electrolytes Na2O2.
The solvation of Na+ within each electrolyte through ion association or solvent interactions
affects the formation of soluble [Na--O2-] ion pairs that diffuse away from the electrode or
precipitate out on the electrode surface. In solvents with less ionic association and decreased
solvation of Na+ can decrease the reversibility and change the discharge product upon
roughened gold electrodes from NaO2 to Na2O2. This is contradictory in DEGDME to other
reported literature. However, at this concentration of electrolyte there is previous evidence
reporting Na2O2 as the discharge product than NaO2. This leads to the conclusion that ionic
association, in which concentration affects should be observed will affect the discharge
product in glyme based electrolytes.”
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5.7 DEGDME BASED ELECTROLYTES
5.7.3

Electrochemical Analysis

The response of DEGDME observes similar oxidation tendencies in diminished peak current
densities and positively shifted peaks as in MeCN based electrolytes on Au and GC
electrodes (Figure 5.19 5.20 respectively). However, the complete disappearance of free O2on charge at 10 mM [Na+] is out of line with the theory that G.D.N has an effect on the
mechanism of the solvent dependence of this process. This is perhaps due to the high
resistance of the electrolyte at this concentration of >3000 Ω at a concentration of 0.1 M.
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Figure 5.19 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and 100 mM NaOTf in DEGDME on an GC
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1
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Figure 5.20 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and 100 mM NaOTf in DEGDME on a Au
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

5.7.2 Electrochemical Concentration Study of 1-100 mM NaOTf in 0.1 M TEAOTf

At low concentrations (<10 mM) it suggests the surface is entirely passivated, which means
that this is less reversible than MeCN (Figure 5.21). This is an indication that the G.A.N of a
solvent does increase the solvation of O2- and remove a small amount of superoxide from the
surface. Similar characteristics for DEGDME are seen when comparing NaOTf electrolytes
with TEAOTf electrolytes. However, the reduction in peak current density is only 36 % on
Au surface displaying the gradual increase in surface passivation upon decreasing solubility
or solvent stabilisation of NaO2. However this ratio is masking a reduced peak current density
for O2 reduction in TEAOTf electrolytes. The passivation occurring within this electrolyte
may be of similar behaviour to that discussed by Johnson et al94 in their study of Li-O2
battery electrolytes. Here they discuss competing surface and solution based mechanisms
within DEGDME through the limited ability of the solvent to stabilise and solvate LiO2
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removal from the surface. This subsequently increased discharge capacity before passivation
occurs through surface formed and solvent deposited Li2O2.94
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Figure 5.21 Voltammetric Concentration study of O2 saturated 100 mM TEAOTf and varying concentrations of
NaOTf 0 mM, 1 mM, 2 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 100 mM. NaOTf in MeCN on an Au electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

If applied to this study with Na+ electrolytes the surface passivation of GC is much more
enhanced in this electrolyte observing 72 %. reduction in peak current density comparing
NaOTf and TEAOTf electrolytes. Charging characteristics observe little response compared
to high G.D.N solvents but a similar positive peak shift in oxidative processes with a number
of peaks observed.
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5.7.4

SERS Analysis

5.7.4.1 In situ SERS 1 M NaOTf in DEGDME

1 M NaOTf in DEGDME in situ SERS detects the same red shifted Na2O2 features as with
MeCN electrolytes (Figure 5.23). There is also evidence of ion pairing. Ion pairing in glyme
solvents is unusual due to the complex solvation characteristics of glymes. The chain length
allowing solvation structures that wrap around cations causing ion mobility and conductivity
to decrease. Evidence of free ion O2- is present at the interface at low reductive over
potentials along with Na2O2.

O2- NaO2

A.U.

Na2O2

2.0V
2.3V
OCV
Na2O2

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

-1

Raman Shift / cm

Figure 5.23 In situ SERS spectra at varying potentials in 0.1 M NaOTf in MeCN on a roughened Au electrode,
23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

This is coherent with the literature at this concentration of NaOTf in DEGDME.21 However,
the literature suggests with similar electrolytes mixed discharge products being NaO2 and
Na2O2. At 0.5 M NaOTf NaO2 has been observed as the main discharge product. The ClO4anion being a common denominator in most studies detecting Na2O2 discharge product.193
The ambiguity of the process suggests surface plays an important role in the discharge
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product as much as electrolyte solvent and anion. Currently this is the first in situ
spectroscopic evidence of this process. Therefore the morphology of the roughened Au is a
possible factor in the mechanism of this process. For example it has been shown that
differences in planar GC electrodes and porous carbons can stabilise different reduced lithium
products. It has also been reported that by using a steady flow of O2 and static purge can
cause differences in the discharge product.207 The H2O impurities in undried O2 forming
hydrated Na2O2 and dried gas lines forming NaO2. This does not explain the spectral features
shown here as enhanced H2O content does not red shift spectra features in Raman
spectroscopy. However, our process could differ from battery cell electrodes, statically filled
with O2 on a non-porous electrode.
5.7.4.2 Evidence of NaO2 Dissolution mechanism
Recent publication of another facet of this mechanism is the dissolution mechanism of NaO 2 to Na2O2.H2O. Kim et al103 observed that if a discharged electrode was left to rest before
being spectroscopically characterised the discharge product shifted from NaO2 to Na2O2.H2O
and detected free superoxide in solution. However, the Raman spectra were inconclusive on
the discharged electrodes as the spectrum window displayed did not show any features below
a 1000 cm-1.
Upon repeating the measurement in situ SERS detects species present within the suggested
mechanism and conclusively proves the mechanism within this paper. After holding the
potential at 2.0 V vs. Na+/Na for 30 minutes the spectra was allowed to return to OCP and
Raman spectrum continued to be taken (Figure 5.23). Relatively little in situ character for any
discharge product at the surface was detected for 30 minutes. The discernible features showed
the presence of the red shifted features of Na2O2 as previously described. After 15 minutes a
sharp peak at 1136 cm-1 that is characterised previously as hydrated sodium peroxide is
detected. After 30 minutes of resting time H2O2 is also detected.
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Figure 5.23 In situ SERS spectra at varying potentials over time in 0.25 M NaOTf in DEGDME on a roughened
Au electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

This is indicative of the dissolution of reduced Na-O2 products forming hydrated Na2O2 and
H2O2 as the discharge products. The detection of the same shifted features at the surface of
the interface without the detection of the strong peak at 1136 cm-1 in other measurements is
interesting. The question is at >20 ppm H2O does the process instantly form a surface feature
of hydrated Na2O2 in these solvents as a precipitate. If this is the case then the solvent’s effect
on the lifetime and solubility of Na-O2 essentially governs the kinetics of this process at the
interface with no detection of NaO2 in MeCN and DEGDME. The detection of H2O2 is the
first in situ evidence of Kim et al103 proposed mechanism of the dissolution of NaO2 in Na-O2
cells.
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5.8 CONCLUSIONS
The constituent components of the electrolyte of the Na-O2 dioxygen electrochemistry affect
the reversibility and final discharge product of the reaction. MeCN electrolytes with low
solvation of Na+ and low ionic association observe only Na2O2 and an absence of NaO2. This
leads to a surface based mechanism for Na-O2 (Schematic 5.1). In highly solvating
electrolytes, such as DMSO, ion pair formation dominates and a solution based mechanism
presides. The two mechanisms have different final discharge products i.e. highly solvating
electrolytes lead to NaO2 and poorly solvating electrolytes Na2O2.

Schematic 5.1 Solution and Surface Based Mechanistic Pathways of Na-O2 battery

The solvation of Na+ within each electrolyte through ion association or solvent interactions
affects the formation of soluble [Na--O2-] ion pairs that diffuse away from the electrode or
precipitate out on the electrode surface. In solvents with less ionic association and decreased
solvation of Na+ decrease the reversibility and change the discharge product upon roughened
gold electrodes from NaO2 to Na2O2. This is contradictory in DEGDME to other reported
literature. However, at this concentration of electrolyte there is previous evidence reporting
Na2O2 as the discharge product than NaO2. This leads to the conclusion that ionic association,
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in which concentration affects should be observed will affect the discharge product in glyme
based electrolytes.
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6
Cation size dependent
mechanism of superoxide
formation and oxidation in
dimethylsulfoxide and
acetonitrile
6 acetonitrile
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The only rules that really matter are these: what
amancandoandwhatamancan’tdo…….So,
can you sail under the command of a pirate, or
canyounot?”
-

Cpt. Jack Sparrow
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes the idea that the stability and dissolution of formed MO2 intermediates
directly affects the overall discharge product and mechanism of the fundamental O2 reduction
chemistry in non-aqueous solvents. This is dependent on the Lewis acidity of the cation,
donicity of the solvent, dielectric constant of the solvent, size of the anion, and G.A.N of the
solvent.60, 93-95, 122, 208-210
Initially formed O2-, adsorbed at the interface, is directly in contact with the electrolyte.
Preferentially the interactions of superoxide at the cathode are with the supporting cation
(M+= Li+, Na+, K+ or Cs+), and/or impurities like H2O (High A.N.). Initially a facile
interaction forms MO2 intermediates. At this point the stability of the intermediate is
governed by the solvation of the M+ cation, and Lewis acidity of M+. This decreases down
the group 1 metals from H+ > Li+ > Na+ > K+ > Cs+. The G.A.N of H2O is 55, meaning it is
highly solvating of superoxide. This is essentially acting as a tempered Lewis acid. The
interaction is favourable between the H2O and superoxide at the electrode interface
essentially like this: [HO-H---O2-(ads)]. This species is removed from the surface and H+
abstracted from H2O to form HO2-. Whether this exists as a free ion, solvent separated, or
contact ion pairs is presently unknown. It is proposed by Khetan et al208 in there model as
free ions in solution that HO2- can then further react in solution to aid in the production of
MxOy products via metathesis reactions or as a nucleophile degrading cell components. The
dissolution of NaO2 via H2O has also been noted.
A similar interaction is occurring with the M+ cation whereby solvated M+ is interacting with
the anion and dissolution from the interface occurs i.e. [Solvent--M+--O2-(ads) ]. Dependent on
the Lewis acidity of the cation the MO2 complex forms and begins to precipitate out on the
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surface. If the Lewis acidity of M+ is sufficiently tempered through solvation the intermediate
can be removed from the interface via dissolution.

However, the strength of the interaction means that different configurations of solvation must
be possible when different types of ion pairing are occurring. A contact ion pair of O2- with a
strong alpha effect, as defined in the introduction section from the close proximity of an M +
cation may be more reactive in solution than a free ion pair. This may account for the
complex oxidation features of the Na-O2 electrochemistry as previously noted in chapter 4 if
degradation of the electrolyte occurs.
It has already been ascertained that in MeCN, a surface based mechanism is predominant and
O2- species are sparingly soluble.94 This forms an insulating precipitate on the surface and
passivates electrode reactions as in mechanism 1 (Equations 6.11-6.14).
Mechanism 6.1
Surface Based
O2- + M+ ↔ [M--O2]
O2- + M+ ↔ MO2
MO2 + M+ + e- ↔ M2O2
MO2 + MO2 ↔ M2O2 + O2

(6.11)
(6.12)
(6.13)
(6.14)

In contrast highly solvating solvents, the tempered Lewis acidity and hence induction of a
solution based mechanism increases discharge capacity forming different morphologies of the
discharge products (Equations 6.15-6.18). This includes toroidal Li2O2 and cubic NaO2
crystals which includes the solvation of MO2 as a mechanistic process.72, 113
Mechanism 6.2
Solution Based
MO2 (surface) ↔ MO2 (solution)
MO2 (surface) ↔ MO2( precipitate)
MO2 (solution) + MO2 (solution) ↔ M2O2(solution) + O2
M2O2 (solution) ↔ M2O2 (precipitate)

(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
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The impact of solvent and cation Lewis acidity can shift the mechanism between a surface
and solution based mechanism.94, 113, 114, 210 Here a comparative study of increasing the alkali
metal cation size in DMSO, whereby a solution mechanism is dominant, and MeCN, where a
surface mechanism is dominant is presented. The evidence provided similarly from
voltammetric and in situ SERS as probes to gather mechanistic information.

6.2 Solvation of Alkali Metal Cations
This discussion is focused around the Lewis acidity of alkali metal cations which are
considered to be hard Lewis acids.135 This is due to their small atomic/ionic radius and low
polarisability. However, the increase in polarisability with increasing ionic radius is (Li+ : 76
pm , Na+ :102 pm, K+ :138 pm, Cs+ :167 pm) decreases the Lewis acidity of the cation.211 In
solution the solvation shell is a factor in the Lewis acidity of the cation. The solvation shell
consists of solvent molecules and can be adjoined to the solvent shell of an anion.

Schematic 6.4 Possible types of ion pairs

The solvation of the anion is important as well as the cation due to the formation of ion pairs
within a solvent structure. The disturbance of a solvent solvation structure is perturbed by the
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presence of the ion and rearranges to align itself in the lowest energy confirmation. 161
Therefore the increase in polarisability of the solvent including different functional groups
enhances solvation of the cations94, 212. Interestingly the G.D.N often cannot play a factor in
the formation of ion pairs. Pyridine and ammonia both with high G.D.N have an enhanced
tendency to form ion pairs within solution due to their low dielectric constant.213 It is also
known that with strong acids DMSO with its high dielectric constant and G.D.N also forms
ion pairs with HOTf and other acids.118

Three common types of solvation include contact; solvent separated and free ion pairs
(Schematic 6.1). There have been other types of ion pairs detected including an intrusion ion
pair, not applicable in this case, whereby the anion is able to penetrate between ligands
attached to a charged centre.213 For example in the case of TAA+ anions.213, 214 Ion pairing
effects where aggregates of up to four ions have also been theoretically calculated.215

This affects the Lewis acidity of the alkali metal cation in the electrolyte, and similarly the
Lewis basicity of O2-. Therefore the composition of the solvation shell must also affect the
interaction between M+ and O2-. For example if as part of the solvation shell a solvent
separated ion pair is forming this will temper the Lewis acidity of the cation more than
solvation through solvent molecules only.93 Thus, solvation in O2 chemistry can significantly
affect the mechanism of this process.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Electrochemical Analysis
6.3.1 DMSO Based Electrolytes – Electrochemical Comparison
Quasi-reversibility of O2 reduction and evolution is maintained on Au working electrodes in
DMSO with all cations except Li+ (Figure 6.1). However, it is known that when using
Li+/DMSO electrolytes that large toroidal formations of Li2O2 are formed indicative of a
solution based mechanism.94 In voltammetry the two reduction features have been suggested
to indicate that there are two species being produced.{Johnson, 2014 #50} Firstly a feature
similar in potential to larger M+ oxygen reduction is a soluble LiO2 species that is removed
from the surface. This is then followed by a secondary feature at -0.86 V vs. Ag+/Ag (figure
6.1). This is most likely due to the direct formation of Li2O2. This is an irreversible process
with high voltammetric hysteresis between the two oxidation (0.00 V and 0.34 V vs. Ag+/Ag)
and reduction features.
In contrast all other cations have characteristic quasi-reversible voltammograms with one
reduction feature and one oxidation feature. The peak current density for the reduction of O2
following the increasing trend of Cs+ > Na+ > K+ (Table 6.1). The changing solubility of MO2
ROS species or a difference in the passivation of the electrode is the cause. Electrochemically
this is supported by the small increase in reversibility as shown by the peak to peak
separation of oxidation and reduction features. More conclusively the positive shift in peak
potential from Na+ to Cs+ on reduction is indicative of a more reversible process (Table 6.1).
The kinetics at the interface is enhanced and species formed there will be differences in
kinetics, but without RDE or RRDE data in this instance it is difficult to compare.
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Figure 6.5 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 enriched 0.1 M LiPF6, NaPF6 and KPF6 and CsClO4 in DMSO on an Au
electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1

Table 6.1 Cyclic Voltammetric Data from Au Working Disc Electrodes in Oxygen saturated
0.1 M MOTf salts at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs -1

Cs
K
Na
Li

Ipc
/mA cm-2

Ipa
/mA cm-2

Epc
Vs.
[Ag+/Ag]/V

Epa
Vs.
[Ag+/Ag]/V

ΔEp

Peak Current
Ratio (Ipa/Ipc)

-0.89
-0.75
-0.68
-0.16

0.63
0.34
0.11
0.09

-0.62
-0.68
-0.75
-0.86

-0.47
-0.45
-0.51
0.34

0.15
0.23
0.24
-

0.71
0.73
0.84
-

6.3.2 MeCN Based Electrolytes – Electrochemical Comparison
Due to the insolubility of CsX salts procured and synthesised (CsClO4 and CsPF6) these are
not included in the main comparison in MeCN of O2 reduction. A small concentration of 5
mM CsClO4 in MeCN supported by 0.1 M TBAClO4 in MeCN is shown in Figure 6.2. At
slower scan rates detects a secondary reduction feature ascribed to CsO2 on the surface of the
electrode is found. The oxidation feature is broadened which is similar to the oxidation of
surface precipitated CsO2. This is similar to Na-O2 chemistry in MeCN at lower
concentrations.
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Figure 6.2 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 enriched 0.1 M TBAClO4 and 0.05 M CsClO4 in DMSO on an Au
electrode, 23 oC, at varying scan rates.

O2 reduction in MeCN does not follow the same quasi-reversible electrochemistry in DMSO
with increasing cation ionic radius (Figure 6.3). There is an increase in the reduction current
that is based on ionic radius of the cation, as opposed to water impurities. All electrolytes
were measured to be ≤ 20 ppm H2O. The loss of reversibility is because of the change in
solubility and or dissolution of MO2 in MeCN. The oxidation of Na+ and K+ analogues are
not reversible processes in this solvent (Table 6.2 and Figure 6.3) with similar voltammetric
features to Li+ in DMSO. This suggests an inhibited solution based mechanism whereby
dissolution of NaxOy at the interface is sufficient to remove some NaO2 from the interface but
not enough to disrupt surface passivation and the detection of a quasi-reversible process. The
two oxidation features at -0.25 V and 0.21 V vs. Ag+/Ag. The first oxidation relatively
similar to the potentials seen in quasi-reversible electrochemistry of Na+ in DMSO suggests
the oxidation of an ion pair intermediate or soluble species. The second oxidation feature is
due to a precipitated intermediate or product of degradation. Either the ion pair formation that
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dissolves reacts forming unwanted side products in this electrochemistry or a surface
precipitated NaxOy species are oxidised, most likely Na2O2, as previously characterised in this
solvent in chapter 4.
Table 6.6 Cyclic Voltammetric Data from Au Working Disc Electrodes in Oxygen enriched 0.1
M TEA OTf in various solvents at 23 °C, 0.1 Vs -1
Ipc
/mA cm-2
-2.31
-1.63
-0.155

K
Na
Li

Ipa
/mA cm-2
1.32
-

Epc
Vs.
[Ag+/Ag]/V
-0.92
-0.72
-0.82

Epa
Vs.
[Ag+/Ag]/V
-0.115
-

Peak Current
Ratio (Ipa/Ipc)
0.57
-

ΔEp
0.81
-

1.5

Current Density / mA cm-2

1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5

Li+
Na+
K+

-2.0
-2.5
-2

-1

0

1

2

Potential/ V vs. Ag+/Ag

Figure 6.3 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 enriched 0.1 M LiPF6, NaPF6 and KPF6 in MeCN on an Au electrode, 23
o

C, 0.1 Vs-1
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The interesting positive shift in potential of Na-O2 reduction electrochemistry is unclear. The
measurements need clarification as to which measurement is out of trend. However, based on
this evidence it suggests that [Na--O2] is more soluble than KO2 in this solvent judging by
peak O2 reduction potential alone. The thermodynamic potential of O2 reduction should
remain similar based on the solvent alone and Na-O2 appears to have a catalytic effect
compared to the other two cations.
The initial reduction of O2 in K+/MeCN electrolyte is similar to that of Li+. One single
reduction peak is observed at -0.92 V vs. K+/K. One oxidation feature is then apparent at 0.12 V vs. Ag+/Ag. The voltammogram does not look reversible or quasi-reversible with
hysteresis and a decrease in peak current density on charge which is common for an EC
mechanism. This suggests that there is precipitation of KO2 on the interface, followed by
dissolution and reaction in solution but eventual passivation of the electrode surface.

6.4 SERS Analysis of Cation Superoxide Dependence
6.4.1 DMSO - SERS
In situ SERS at OCP (3.6 V vs. Li+/Li) shows the interface in both solvents is dominated by
solvent vibrational bands (Figure 6.4). This includes the vibrational bands for MeCN and
DMSO in Figures 6.4 and 6.6. Comparative Raman spectrum show that with Li+ in both
DMSO and MeCN the main band formed at 2.0 V vs. Li+//Li is at 790 cm-1 which is
associated with Li2O2.85, 94, 216 In DMSO and MeCN (Figure 6.5) there is a secondary band
that may be attributed to LiO2 formation but this could be the presence of OTf- at the interface
as these spectral features coincide with one another. In DMSO the additional features are at
1110 cm-1 due to the presence of O2-. This is the initial formation of an ion pair and
subsequent reaction. The presence of the band for LiO2 or OTF- is also present. However,
Johnson et al94 did not detect any LiO2 at these potentials in similar SERS measurements and
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that only Li2O2 is present. The disappearance of this signal suggests initial formation of LiO2
and subsequent disproportionation of LiO2 to form the Li2O2.94
The inducement of a solution based mechanism through changing the properties of the
solvent. It suggests that both a free ion superoxide and either precipitated or close contact ion
pair (LiO2) are at the interface along with Li2O2.

O2-

Cs+

KO2

K+
Na+
NaO2

Li2O2
Li+
OCP
600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

-1

Raman Shift / cm

Figure 6.4 in situ SERS on a roughened Au working electrode of oxygen saturated DMSO with 0.1 M LiOTf,
NaOTf, KPF6 and CsClO4 at 0.1 Vs-1, 23 °C, OCP of 3.6 V vs Li +/Li

No features are detected in the peroxide region (700 cm-1 - 900 cm-1) when increasing the
cation size to Na+, K+ or Cs+. However, additional bands for both NaO2 and KO2 are detected
along with the free O2- ion band. This suggests that no chemical or electrochemical
mechanism is converting O2- to O22- in Na+, K+ and Cs+ supported O2 reduction as indicated
by previous results in Chapter 4. The precipitation of NaO2 and KO2 superoxide is suggested
by the detection of spectral features along with an ions pair. This is not the case for Cs-O2
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chemistry which only detects the formation of free superoxide ion pair’s interactions. This
corroborates the electrochemical evidence of a quasi-reversible process and previous
chapter’s analysis. This is similar to the [TAA+] alkyl ammonium cations. The formation of
the [Cs--O2] ion pair is similar to [TBA--O2] and is quasi-reversible which makes sense in
terms of HSAB as the ionic radii of these two cations are similar.
NaO2 and KO2 although are similar in ionic radius to TAA+ exhibit the same reversibility on
the first voltammetric cycle but the precipitation of the O2- product in DMSO electrolytes
means surface passivation is apparent. This suggests a definitive difference between the
interaction of M+ and O2- within each electrolyte. The dissolution of which may be dependent
on the strength of the interaction between O2- and M+ initially. If the interaction is strong the
energetics of dissolution to form an ion pair and be removed from the surface in the model of
Khetan et al208 may be too great and therefore precipitation occurs (Li, Na and K). The
interaction between Cs+ and O2- being only an ion pair interaction it is easily removed from
the solvent and is similar to TAA+ chemistry. The energetics of dissolution for NaO2 and KO2
being slower than [Cs--O2] and therefore precipitation at the interface occurs.
The slow kinetics of this process has already been displayed for NaO2 by the action of H2O
impurities on resting discharged battery electrode.103 The detection of O2- in solution over
time and by previously analysed in situ SERS observing this phenomena. This could also
happen via solvent processes if the energetics is favourable. This should occur more heavily
in MeCN solvents due to its higher G.A.N over DMSO. DMSO induces a solution based
mechanism through cation interactions and MeCN through anion interactions (if feasible).
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6.4.2 MeCN - SERS
A more complex comparison is observed in MeCN data. Here the same mechanism is
observed with Li+ however no free ion O2- is detected in this solvent. This is the same
observation as Johnson et al.94 For comparison the mechanism of Na-O2 displays free ion O2-,
but no NaO2. The discharge product is Na2O2. Therefore the mechanism comprises of initial
formation of a free ion O2-, paired to Na+. The non-detection of O2- suggests this may then be
directly reduced to Na2O2 in the presence of 2 Na+ cations due to the insolubility of this O2species at the interface.
Potassium spectral features are complex. There is a distinct feature in the correct region for
KO2 (1140 cm-1) (Figure 6.5). This coincides with the detection of a free ion O2-. The absence
of any signal at ~480 cm-1 in all measurements of Au-O2- is common and has only been
detected in some DMSO measurements. This is interesting and perhaps suggests changes in
the configuration of O2 or O2-at the interface in different solvents. If this mode is no longer
active in the Raman spectrum either the enhancement factor is diminished, possibly due to
precipitate formation at the interface, chemical factor or change in configuration.
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Figure 6.5 In situ SERS on a roughened Au working electrode of oxygen saturated MeCN with 0.1 M LiOTf,
NaOTf, KPF6 at 0.1 Vs-1, 23̊C

The complexity is found in the difficulty of assigning the other spectral features. There is a
clear splitting of the MeCN band at 1000 cm-1. The intensity is increased and suggests that
either degradation is occurring or the interface has changed over time. Degradation is
unlikely in this solvent however possible via free O2- ions.217 There are also clear features in
the Raman spectrum in the region of peroxide, both H2O270 and possibly K2O2. However, the
Raman spectrum of K2O2 has not been characterised due to the difficulty in its isolation.
There is also discussion within the literature that the formation of a band at this wavenumber
along with the formation of a band at 840 cm-1 is due to the formation of HO2 and H2O2.115,
116, 157, 218-220

This is evidence of H2O contamination in this set of measurements that have not been able to
be repeated at this time. Therefore this is an anomalous result that needs further examination.
The increase in concentration of H2O may cause the increase in peaks of the region of
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causing the formation of potassium carbonate. The peak position has been measured over is
in the region of the peak at 1070 cm-1. However, masking the other feature at 920 cm-1 is the
MeCN band that is observed in the OCP measurement. The formation of carbonates in MeCN
is chemically unlikely but due to the change in anion in the salt it is not an OTf - spectral
feature.
However, it can be concluded that the main discharge product of the cell is KO2. The
formation of H2O2 and HO2 is detected for the first time in this system, although similar
behaviour is expected in this regard in the reactions with O2- and H2O, irrespective of the M+.
This is evidence that the same solution based mechanism, effects of acidic proton content and
possible degradation is apparent.

6.6 Conclusions
The dissolution and interactions of M+, O2-, solvent and H2O heavily affect the mechanism,
reversibility and species present at the interface. The Lewis acidity of the cation has an effect
on the overall discharge mechanism and stability of the main reduced oxygen species formed.
In the case of small, charge dense alkali metal cations such as H+ and Li+ the more stable
reduced O2 species is O22-. The stabilisation of the weakened double bond of O22- is more
favourable via two alkali metal cations than one. The overall discharge product, no matter the
solvent, so far tested in the literature has found H2O2 and Li2O2 to be the main discharge
products. KO2 and [Cs--O2-] are the favoured discharge products due to the favourable
thermodynamic stability of these products over K2O2 and Cs2O2. The ambiguity is found in
Na+, a moderate Lewis base, that is heavily affected by other factors that control the main
discharge product of the chemistry. This means that both Na2O2 and NaO2 discharge products
are reported in differing circumstances.
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Here it is shown that the discharge product of M-O2 is controlled through solvation and
tempering of the Lewis acidity of M+ to shift the discharge product from peroxide to
superoxide in MeCN and DMSO respectively. This is due to the G.D.N of the electrolyte
solvent and/or anion chosen. However, in this instance it seems that the solvation of M+
cations has a greater effect on the mechanism than the G.A.N. The G.A.N controls the
solvation of O2- and its Lewis basicity. MeCN has a higher G.A.N so lessons the basicity of
O2- but does not temper the acidity of the cation as well as DMSO. H2O impurities have the
same role in this case.

This is only considering the reduction process which if considering the oxidation process as
well finds that DMSO based electrolytes maintains quasi-reversibility in larger sized cations
whereas MeCN does not.

Considering whether the superoxide is a free ion, solvent separated or contact ion pair is
necessary when using electrolytes with a solution based mechanism because of the
nucleophilic ability of superoxide to degrade electrolyte/electrode components. The free
superoxide ion in solution might degrade the electrolyte solvent through additional parasitic
reactions that produce additional oxidation features that are passivating the surface. However,
these are not detected in the Raman spectra, when dry, along with the absence of signals for
HO2 and H2O2 which would be by-products of these reactions.

By monitoring the changes in O2 reduction chemistry when using cations of different sizes it
can quite clearly advance the knowledge of the factors affecting oxygen reduction chemistry
through control of the Lewis acidity and basicity of M+ and O2- respectively. The energetics
of the dissolution of formed MO2 and possibly M2O2 effecting the inducement of the solution
based mechanism and precipitation/passivation of the cathodic interface. The advantages of
using solvents that can weakly induce a solution based mechanism have been noted such as
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glymes. Therefore the careful control of Lewis acidity through, anion, solvent and cation
choice may enhance the capacity and cyclability of alkali M-O2 battery chemistry.
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7
Singlet Oxygen as a Charging
Intermediate in the Electrooxidation of
Alkali Metal Oxygen Batteries
7. Batteries
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“Butstilltryforwho knowswhatispossible…”
~Michael Faraday
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Acknowledgement: Filipe Nogueira for providing the discharged cathodes used in these
experiments.

7.1 Introduction
Recently Wandt et al221 confirmed that singlet oxygen, a highly reactive intermediate with
relatively long half-life (microseconds to seconds), is formed during the charging process of
the Li-O2 battery. In this chapter we have observed that different M-O2 batteries (Li, Na and
K) form different amounts of 1O2 as part of the individual electrooxidation mechanisms.
Charging previously discharge cathodes of Li, Na and K analogues of M-O2 batteries
suggests that peroxide discharge products qualitatively produce more 1O2 than superoxide
species (Li2O2, NaO2 and KO2). Previous studies have suggested that Li2CO3 formed on
Li2O2 crystals in TEGDME based electrolytes are possibly formed from the reaction of 1O2
with the Li2O2 or the electrolyte.133, 222 Therefore increasing knowledge of the electronic state
of oxygen from oxidised reduced oxygen species (Li2O2, NaO2, KO2) within M-O2 batteries
may enhance the control and stability of these technologies.
O2 is predominantly in a triplet ground state form 3Σg− and has two singlet excited states 1Δg
and 1Ʃg+. One higher energy state denoted as 1Ʃg+ state is very short lived and relaxes to a
lower energy singlet state, 1Δg.163 The investigation of the reactivity of 1O2 with organic
compounds is extensive and utilised for different purposes.57, 165, 166 Current literature lacks
evidence for the following questions concerning M-O2 batteries.
1) If LiO2 disproportionates to form Li2O2 is 1O2 a part of the process as in Equation 7.1. The
disproportionation of O2- to H2O2 has previously been shown to not produce 1O2.223-225
However some evidence of 1O2 has been found for the reaction of KO2226 (Equation 7.4)
has found 1O2 and similarly in the reactions with acidic proton donors such as HCl, HBr
(Figure 7.5-7.6).227 Given the recent advances in M-O2 chemistry with the use of acidic
proton donors and alkali metal halides as electrolyte additives this is a critical mechanistic
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feature that needs to be ascertained.70, 73, 93, 95, 103, 113 However, relatively little has been
investigated with systems non-aqueous O2- chemistry and M-O2 batteries.226-229
O2- + 2Li+ + 2e-  O2 + Li2O2

(7.1)

Li2O2  2Li+ + 2e- + O2

(7.2)

NaO2  Na+ + e- + O2

(7.3)

KO2  K+ + e- + O2

(7.4)

O2- + 2H+ + 2e-  O2 + H2O2

(7.5)

(O2-).H2On + O2-.H2On  3Σg−/1Δg /1Ʃg+ (O2). H2On + O22-(H2O)n + H2On

(7.6)

2) Does oxidation of superoxide or peroxide species form 1O2 and are there mechanistic
differences between the two.
3) If 1O2 is produced does this energetically react with reduced oxygen species (ROS) and
electrolyte/electrode components?
As a qualitative probe monitoring the UV/Vis spectrum of 1,3-Diphenylisobenzofuran
(DPBF) is a known method for the detection of 1O2. DPBF readily undergoes a 1, 4cycloaddition addition on reaction with 1O2 to form endoperoxides which irreversibly yield 1,
2-dibenzoylbenzene (Schematic 7.1). DPBF strongly absorbs light at 412 nm, but due to the
loss of the π-system of isobenzofuran the product does not absorb at this wavelength; it is this
loss of absorbance at 412 nm that is used to detect the presence of 1O2.
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Schematic 7.1 Showing the 1, 4 cycloaddition reaction of 1, 3 diphenylbenzofuran with singlet oxygen forming
isobenzofuran

Experiment
These experiments took previously discharged cathodes(as described in the Experimental chapter),
provided by Filipe Nogueira, and charged them for 1000s at 3.8 V vs. Li/Li+ in an electrolyte of 0.1
mM DPBF, 0.1 M LiOTf in DMSO. The experiments were carried out in an in house cuvette cell.
UV/Vis spectra were recorded every 100 s monitoring the absorbance spectrum of DPBF over time.
The change in absorbance was calculated as a percentage of the initial absorbance value giving
qualitative measurement of the amount of 1O2 and or O2- over the electrochemical experiment period.

Results
7.2 DPBF Characterisation of Discharged Cathodes

After completing the analysis of the Raman spectra of the M-O2 cathodes provided by Filipe
Nogueira the main Li-O2 discharge product was a mixture of Li2O2 and Li2CO3 (Figure 7.1).
These bands appear at 780 cm-1, corresponding to νo-o of Li2O2, and 1135 cm-1 νo-o of LiOx.85, 206
The discharge curve is representative of an ether based discharge curve with flat plateau at
2.75 V vs. Li/Li+ that reaches a capacity of 2.5 mAh (Figure 7.2). The presence of Li2CO3
does not invalidate these measurements as carbonate degradation products however small in
percentage are a common issue within these batteries. It has also been shown that Li2CO3
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cannot be electrooxidised, even at high overpotentials, and therefore Li2O2 is oxidised at this

Intensity / A.U.

potential within the experiments presented.

KO2

NaO2

Li2O2

800

1000
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1400
-1
Wavenumber / cm

1600

Figure 7.1 Raman spectrum of discharged cathodes compared against standard Raman spectra of KO 2 and
Li2O2. Spectra provided by Filipe Nogueira, analysis carried out by the Author.
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Figure 7.2 Discharge curve profiles of cathodes used in UV/Vis measurements for Li-O2, Na-O and K-O2 using
as 1.0 M LiTFSI/TEGDME, 0.5 M NaOTf DEGDME and 0.25 M KPF 6 DME electrolytes. Discharge rate of
0.12 mA.cm-2. Discharge Curves Produced by Filipe Nogueira.

In the presence of Li2CO3 at high overpotential of 4.5 V vs. Li+/Li over 1000 seconds there is
a decrease in the UV/Vis absorption of DPBF at 412 nm corresponding to a loss in signal due
to the cycloaddition of 1O2 with DPBF. It is unlikely that there is and reaction with O2- in this
measurement as it has not been detected as a charging intermediate in the Li-O2 battery.
However, 1O2 has been detected and concluded from these measurements to be the cause of a
reduction of 15% reduction in signal of DPBF. This corresponds to 2.2 x10-5 M of 1O2.
However, compared to the amount of charge passed this does not match up as a lower value
of 1.5 x10-5 is produced. More oxygen is being released from side reactions in this case.
Therefore it is difficult to ascertain whether this is exclusively from the electrooxidation of
Li2O2.
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Figure 7.3 Raman spectrum of discharged cathodes compared against standard Raman spectra of KO 2 and Li2O2

Sodium detects only one peak within Raman spectra that corresponds to NaO2 at 1156 cm-1
as previously characterised (Figure 7.1).187,
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The discharge curve displaying a slight

curvature initially and a subsequent single flat plateau at 2.3 V vs. Na+/Na corresponding to
the formation of NaO2 (Figure 7.2).21 This is similar to the comparative discharge curves
compiled by Bender et al21 that has recently shown differences in the discharge curve
behaviours of Na-O2 batteries forming different products. K-O2 discharge curve is a short
discharge relative to the other M-O2 batteries in this study( Figure 7.2).100 It similarly shows
one discharge plateau at 2.3 V vs. K+/K which is confirmed to be KO2 as the discharge
product of this battery (Figure 7.1).100
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7.3 UV/Vis Characterisation of Changes to DPBF Spectrum over Electrooxidation of Cathodes

The response of DPBF signals towards the charging of each of these cathodes is markedly
different (Figure 7.3). It is clearly seen that no relative change in the signal for DPBF is
found upon oxidation of NaO2 (Figure 7.3 a and c). The corresponding decrease is 2 %. KO2
(Figure 7.3 a and d) oxidation observes a 5 % decrease in the signal of DPBF and Li2O2
(Figure 7.3 a and b) oxidation a 15 % in the signal of DPBF. This means that qualitatively the
presence of 1O2 is greater in Li-O2 batteries upon charge whereas when charging Na-O2 and
K-O2 batteries 1O2 is not as present. Further studies are necessary to quantify the amount of
1

O2 present in the system. 1O2 may be present due to the reaction of H2O impurities within the

electrolyte perhaps being the main cause of decrease in DPBF but as a relatively little change
is seen on charge in Na-O2 and K-O2 cells it is not the main factor.
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Figure 7.3 a) The percentage absorbance of DPBF versus the amount of oxidised discharge product over 1000s
of chronopotentiometry at 3.8 V vs. Li+/Li. The other three diagrams display UV/Vis spectra of DPBF 412 nm
stretch measured every 100s over this experiment of the electrooxidation of b) Li2O2, c) NaO2 and d) KO2.
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7.3 Tertiary amine 1, 4-diazabicyclo [2.2.2] octane (DABCO) as a 1O2 sink
Tertiary amines are a known 1O2 sink that are not chemically consumed in its conversion of
1

O2 to triplet O2. 1, 4-diazabicyclo [2.2.2] octane (DABCO) is commonly used for this as an

additive in organic chemistry but to the author’s knowledge has not been integrated into an
electrochemical system such as a battery. A physical charge transfer mechanism has been
proposed by Young et al.230
The redox chemistry, in particular the electrooxidation, of tertiary amines has been studied
previously by Nelsen et al.231 Here the reversibility of the electrooxidation of DABCO was
initially characterised to shift dependent on the conjugation of the system. In particular
DABCO was found to have more reversible oxidation at a platinum electrode. This forms a
radical cation that has a half-life long enough to be detected via electron spin resonance
spectroscopy.232
The first cycle of 30 voltammetric cycles in 0.1 M LiOTf, O2 saturated DMSO on a Au
electrode (Figure 7.4) has two reduction features (2.25 and 2.5 V vs. Li +/Li) as previously
reported.63,
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The diminished secondary feature on cycling shows that this process is not

reversible. The 30 cycles show the processes to be irreversible and the quick passivation of
reactions till no discernible current density is observed. The oxidation features here appear
diminished at 3.2 V vs. Li+/Li. This is assigned to the oxidation of the main reduction feature
at 2.5 V vs. Li+/Li i.e. Li2O2.
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Figure 7.4 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 enriched 0.1M LiPF6 in DMSO on an Au electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1 for 30
cycles.

If 0.05 M DABCO is added to the electrolyte (Figure 7.5), initial results have found a stark contrast in
the electrochemical behaviour. The current density is diminished but at the same potential as the

previous first cycling suggesting similar O2 reduction processes are occurring. The oxidation
features are much more pronounced in this voltammogram, partly due to the decrease in
reduction current density by a factor of 7. However there are two features, one at 2.5 V vs.
Li+/Li that might be similar to the free O2- ion oxidation as proposed by Abraham et al20 in
high concentration Li+ systems. The second feature is in the region of oxidation of DABCO
oxidation, but also in the region of Li2O2 oxidation similar the thermodynamic potential of
3.27 V vs. Li+/Li. The stark contrast in stability suggests that there is a complete change in
the chemistry of oxygen reduction in the presence of this additive. The conclusions of such
initial experiments at this time are that the known formation of 1O2 on charge is converted to
triplet oxygen and fundamentally stabilises the interface and reversibility is enhanced. Or the
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redox mediation of DABCO is catalysing the oxidation of Li2O2 at the interface and
providing reasonably stable electrochemistry.

Current Density / mA cm-2
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0.0

-0.1
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3.5

4.0

Potential / V vs. Li+/Li

Figure 7.5 Cyclic voltammetry of O2 enriched 0.1 M LiPF6 in DMSO on an Au electrode, 23 oC, 0.1 Vs-1 for 30
cycles.

7.3 Conclusions
1

O2 has been relatively ignored as an intermediate in the reduction and oxidation of O2 in non-aqueous

M-O2 batteries until the recent confirmation of its presence on charge. On the electrooxidation of
Li2O2 a qualitative increase in the production of 1O2 is observed compared to the electrooxidation of
NaO2 and KO2. Further work is necessary to provide more conclusive evidence of the charging of
solely Li2O2, Na2O2, NaO2 and KO2. This is currently being undertaken.
For example the selectivity of DPBF as a probe is not solely reactive with 1O2 but also O2-. This is not
an intermediate presently been detected on charge of Li2O2 charging mechanism but may be present in
Na and K analogues. Therefore the stability of the UV/Vis spectrum in these cases suggests that this is
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not an issue but needs resolving in further measurements. This can be done through the use of other
UV/Vis markers including anthracenes.
Further to this the effect of providing a physical transformation of 1O2 to triplet state oxygen changes
the chemistry drastically in Li-O2 chemistry in initial experiments. This needs to be further extended
to other M-O2 chemistries as well as more practical solvents. This is especially true for glyme based
solvents that auto oxidise to produce these radical species through photochemistry.
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8.
Conclusions & Further Work
8. Work
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I may not have gone where I intended to go, but
I think I ended up where I needed to be
~ Dr.Who
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8.1 Conclusions
The supporting cation, the solvent properties, the surface structure, the impurities present, and
the electronic state of O2, are all factors in governing the mechanism of O2 electrochemistry
in nonaqueous solvents.
8.1.1 Chapter 4 Conclusions: The supporting conductive salts TAA+ size was determined to
affect the kinetics of O2 reduction and the presence of O2- at the interface. Larger TAA+
cations reduce the kinetics of O2 reduction through greater adsorption and rearrangement at
the interface under negative potential control upon Au electrodes. The rearrangement causes
O2- spectral bands to decrease in intensity with TBA+ supporting cations and more dominant
with TEA+ cations. The heterogeneous rate constant, obtained from RDE measurements,
decreased by a factor of 3 for GC electrodes and by an order of magnitude for Au. It was
concluded that for spectroelectrochemical measurements of M-O2 systems that small chain
alkyl ammonium cation supporting salts were more appropriate.
It is concluded that changing the size of the cation increases the Lewis basicity of O2- at the
interface. The blue shift in wavenumber of SERS O2- signals is due to higher energy vibration
of O2- meaning that O2- is a stronger nucleophile with shorter chain TAA+. This is important
due to the reactivity and solubility of O2- species in solution may enhance the degradation of
the electrolyte/electrode materials. With the additional absence of CN- signals at the interface
with longer chained alkyl ammonium cations it needs to be ascertained if TBA+ may be a
good additive for M-O2 to improve solubility of O2- species as a phase transfer catalyst.
From further study this was shown to be solvent dependent. DMSO does not show the same
rearrangement at the interface for in Situ SERS measurements as MeCN electrolytes. This is
due to the higher solvation of both cations and O2- ion pairs at the interface.
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8.1.2 Chapter 4 Further Work – Continued screening of solvents of high solvation
including hydrodynamic measurements. Conductivity measurements are appropriate, along
with methods that will ascertain the level of ion pairing in electrolytes. In situ AFM
measurements along with surface tension measurements will provide evidence of the
potential of zero charge (PZC) for each electrolyte configuration. This would ascertain if the
rearrangement in DMSO is potential dependent or other factors are governing the depression
of this phenomenon.
In addition to this changing the size of the anion systematically with a TEA+ cation would be
of interest. Finding a balance of properties suitable for these measurements through the
interactions of anions and cations in the system may provide a systematic approach to the
fruition of an electrolyte for this system.
Another interesting feature is in the use of defined surfaces. By using defined surfaces such
as single crystals additional information about the reactivity of the surface could be obtained.
By modifying these surfaces with small clusters of CN- it may enhance the reaction kinetics
of O2 reduction at the interface.178 This already has been initially discussed in fuel cell
technology.
Battery testing of increasing amounts of TAA+ on the discharge capacity of M-O2 is another
area of study. Read et al176 found an increase in the discharge capacity when adding a
concentration of up to 0.02 M of TAA+. This will ascertain if tetraalkylammonium or
tetraalkylphosphonium salts are phase transfer catalysts for alkali metal-O2 batteries.
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8.1.3 Chapter 5 Conclusions: Electrolyte solvation properties, of cations, anions and
reactants, have an effect on the discharge product of Na-O2 electrochemistry. By using poorly
solvating solvents with low G.D.N, such as MeCN, Na2O2 spectral features are detected from
in situ SERS measurements. The features are red shifted from powder Na2O2 standards. The
doublet feature is relatively the same width as powder measurements (~55 cm-1). The same
shifted feature has also been detected using a different salt NaClO4, with

18

O2 and is not

present in Ar saturated measurements. It is therefore currently concluded to be Na2O2. The
absence of a peak at 1136 cm-1 and the red shifting of the Raman feature suggests that H2O
content or action on this chemistry is not the cause of the shift. This has also been
characterized for DEGDME in standard in situ SERS at high concentrations.
Within highly solvating solvents such as DMA and DMSO only NaO2 detected as the
discharge product via SERS. The detection of the same O2- Raman spectral feature similar to
the TBA+ is the same formation as an ion pair interaction. The evidence of two types of NaO2
is found in voltammetric cycling of DMSO. Two oxidation features are detected under the
initial voltammetric peak. This is assigned to a solution phase and precipitated NaO2 product
at the interface.
The recent dissolution of solid NaO2 after a rest period subsequent to discharge has been
proven via in situ SERS. This detects H2O2, HO2, Na2O2.H2O and perhaps Na2O2 as side
products upon the action of H2O impurities (≤20 ppm H2O) on NaO2. The addition of H2O
observes similar peaks at 1136 cm-1 for hydrated Na2O2.H2O. However this feature is not
detected in the presence of the shifted Na2O2.
8.1.4 Chapter 5 – Further Work Full cell testing of the similarities or differences between
fundamental and practical experiments would be invaluable. Both on surfaces such as
nanoporous gold (NPG), carbons and even extending this to surfaces such as transition metal
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oxides, nitrides and carbides. The addition of iridium supported graphene is also of current
interest as it has been found to promote the formation of LiO2 as the main discharge
product.233 Although many works have been carried out on various cathode materials in NaO2 little is known about the surface processes and how this can affect the morphology or type
of reduced O2 discharge products. However, this is currently due to the ambiguity of how to
control the production of NaO2 over Na2O2 or Na2O2.H2O.
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8.1.5 Chapter 6 Conclusions: Controlling the Lewis acidity of the cation through solvation
and ionic association by studying the effect of increasing the supporting alkali metal cation
from Li+ to Cs+ observes different cation-superoxide interactions. This changes the stability
of the reduced oxide species (ROS) and hence eventual alkali metal superoxide or peroxide
discharge product. Small charge dense cations observe the production of Li2O2 as the main
discharge product. Larger cations observe an O2- or free ion. The reversibility is enhanced
maintaining quasi-reversibility in DMSO with all but Li+ chemistry. In poorly solvating
solvents this is changed and quasi-reversibility is not maintained, such as in MeCN.
Therefore G.D.N, is important and the solubility or dissolution of ROS formed is critical to
the mechanism of the battery.
8.1.6 Chapter 6 – Further work: Being able to adjust the solubility of ROS through
anion/additive interactions with the cation moderating the Lewis acidity of the cation will
enhance the capacity of lower G.D.N solvents but also improve charging kinetics as a surface
based mechanism will still be dominant. This has already been applied to DEGDME by
adjusting the concentration of electrolyte supporting conductive salts.93, 95 However, this has
not been applied to solvents other than DEGDME and DME. Ion pairing characterisation in
each electrolyte configuration is a key feature to this. This has been described in its own
section as is integral to all chapters within this thesis.
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8.1.7 Chapter 7 Conclusions: Singlet oxygen is an intermediate in the electrochemical
oxidation of Li2O2 and degradation products from a Li-O2 discharged cathode. From initial
data the quenching of this is possible through a singlet oxygen sink through tertiary amines.
In this particular case DABCO observes 30 relatively stable cycles, although reduced
reduction currents are observed. However, compared to absence of 0.05 M DABCO the
chemistry is stable. Whether this is partially due to the redox processes of DABCO itself is
still to be ascertained.
NaO2 and KO2 do not show the same formation of singlet oxygen upon oxidation. However,
the dye used is not singlet oxygen selective and some reaction may occur with O2-. However,
the decrease with Li2O2 is large and unexpected to produce O2- as a charging intermediate
and so in the Li case is assumed to be singlet oxygen. In NaO2 and KO2 it is concluded to be a
mix.
8.1.8 Chapter 7 Further work: Changing spectroelectrochemical probe for singlet oxygen
from 1, 3 diphenylbenzofuran to 9, 10 dimethylanthracene, which is singlet oxygen selective,
will ascertain whether singlet oxygen is produced (Schematic 8.1). It will also gain evidence
as to the presence of O2- as a charging intermediate. Utilising both discharged cathodes and
preloaded cathodes will be useful in this work. This does not invalidate measurements from
DPBF as the qualitative confirmation of 1O2 and O2- is interesting in the charging of M-O2
batteries. This providing further information in the charging intermediates formed in M-O2
batteries.
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Schematic 8.2 Showing the cycloaddition of 9, 10 dimethylanthracene (DMA) to 1O2 forming an endoperoxide

Using in house spectroelectrochemical UV/Vis cell completing these measurements in situ is
also of importance. This can ascertain no production of singlet oxygen on reduction of O2 and
production upon oxidation of the cell. Analysing the effects of tertiary amines on the
electrochemistry is of importance to ascertain its role at the interface. This includes SERS
data as well the effects on Gutmann donor number through NMR and near infrared
spectroscopies (NIR).
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8.1.9 Ion Pairing Further Work: Detection of ion pairing phenomena within non-aqueous
electrolytes is an ongoing area of research that is in some ways still an area of contention
within the literature. This is because the chief criterion for classifying an electrolyte as
unassociated is the clear lack of evidence for any association.212 In this thesis it has been
concluded that the extent of association between superoxide and the alkali metal cation is key
to the mechanism and interfacial processes of the reduction of O2. Therefore a quantitative
analysis of the extent to which battery based electrolytes are associated in these
measurements would gain valuable information to this research.
Upon review of the current techniques used to ascertain the amount of association within an
electrolyte there is confusion as to which these measurements can be used to analyse this
phenomenon. This confusion arising from inherent weaknesses of experimental and
modelling techniques applied it is necessary to use a range of techniques. This would include
one or more from the following categories, conductometry, potentiometry, salt or solvent
activity measurements, relaxation methods and spectroscopic methods.
Conductometry and potentiometry measurements are classical techniques used in the first
instance of these measurements.234 By measuring the conductivity of electrolytes across a
range of concentrations if association of ions occurs a clear drop in conductivity will be
apparent.117, 234 From these types of measurements an association constant may be obtained.
Advantages of such techniques are that the equipment used for these measurements is well
established and although the most accurate equipment would be gained from in house built
instrumentation many market available instruments will give accurate results for this
application. The disadvantage of this technique is that it is less readily applicable to nonasymmetric electrolytes which mean the ion pairs formed are charged and add to the overall
conductance of the electrolyte.234 Previous measurements of TAA+ electrolytes with the OTfas an ion produced measurements that showed relatively little change in the conductivity
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upon increasing the relative size of the cation. These are antisymmetric anions and as
previously noted this may be why there is relatively little change in conduction.
Relaxation methods including dielectric relaxation spectroscopy would provide the best
evidence for this phenomenon on any system.235 This technique applies an electromagnetic
perturbation of the system, usually over the microwave range, and observes the frequency
dependent complex dielectric response.235 The advantage of this technique is that it can
differentiate between contact, solvent separated, and solvent shared ion pairs. In this
application it would be useful to ascertain the nature of the solution based NaO2 species
characterized in this chapter. If an application to this could also be conceived under potential
control with an enhanced surface sensitivity this could also then confirm the nature of the ion
pairs at the interface. This is in contrast to Raman spectroscopy that can only distinguish
whether contact ion pairs are formed at the interface, which is the conclusion from the
analysis in Chapter 5. The disadvantage to this is that the technique is in its infancy, and no
readily available software means that other techniques are often applied in conjunction with
each other to investigate these phenomena. This is because it is not only time consuming but
also expensive in making the equipment.
NMR spectroscopy can also be useful as it can be applied to a range of battery related nuclei
relatively quickly within sealed NMR tubes.89,
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Monitoring this process at the interface

requires an in situ cell setup which is would be timely to setup. The ability to monitor
different parts of the electrolyte including cation, anion and solvent at the interface would
only bolster the argument and information of this thesis. However, this would be reliant on
the additional features of the electrolyte under potential control including new bands and
blue/red shift of initial signals. The formation of ion pairs within the electrolyte will be seen
from the shifting of the alkali metal cation nuclei. In the case of the OTf- the distortion of this
anion at the interface may allow us to see new or changing spectral features of the fluorine
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NMR. The solvent signals may also change relatively upon changing the concentration as the
association of contact ion pairs is forming in solution.
IR and far IR techniques may be useful in gaining information about how the cation is
solvated.237 By looking at the far infrared region between 100-400 cm-1 new spectral features
are observed which correspond to the cation “rattling” inside its solvation shell.89, 138, 238 This
may have a concentration dependence which will allow us to ascertain the formation of ion
pairs within solution. This technique would be useful when trying to adjust the formation of
ion pairs in solution. The ability to tailor the amount of ion pair formation within an
electrolyte may be able to induce a solution based mechanism in lower Gutmann donor
number solvents. This may be achieved through the use of different anions within the
electrolyte.
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